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Abstract

Crowd-powered conversational systems (CPCS) solicit the wisdom of crowds to
quickly respond to on-demand users’ needs. The very factors that make this a viable
solution —such as the availability of diverse crowd workers on-demand— also lead to
great challenges. The ever-changing pool of online workers powering conversations
with individual users makes it particularly difficult to generate contextually consistent
responses from a single user’s standpoint. To tackle this, prior work has employed
conversational facts extracted by workers to maintain a global memory, albeit with
limited success. Leveraging systematic context in affective crowdsourcing tasks has
remained unexplored. Through a controlled experiment, we explored if a conversational agent, dubbed ContextBot, can provide workers with the required context on the
fly for successful completion of affective support tasks in CPCS, and explore the impact of ContextBot on the response quality of workers and their interaction experience.
To this end, we recruited workers (N=351) from the Prolific crowdsourcing platform
and carried out a 3×3 factorial between-subjects study. Experimental conditions varied
based on (i) whether or not context was elicited and informed by motivational interviewing techniques (MI, non-MI, and chat history), and (ii) different conversational
entry points for workers to produce responses (early, middle, and late). Our findings
showed that workers who entered the conversation earliest were more likely to produce
highly consistent responses after interacting with ContextBot. Better user experience
from workers was expected after they interacted with ContextBot at a late entry. We
found that interacting with ContextBot through task completion did not negatively impact workers’ cognitive load.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Crowd-powered conversational systems (CPCS) leverage real-time human computation,
allowing synchronized workers to collaboratively help the user with crowdsourcing tasks
through conversations [47, 32]. An interactive two-way conversation with multiple workers
who act as a single operator enables the user to receive more personalized and diverse assistance than traditional dialogue systems. Chorus is a text-based conversational agent where
synchronized workers participate in the response generation and voting, assisting end-users
with information retrieval tasks [47]. Evorus builds on Chorus by adding an automated
module to select high-quality responses from workers [34]. Despite these filtering mechanisms to control responses, empirical results of Chorus on a small scale have revealed the
potential challenge of maintaining response consistency across constantly changing workers [33]. The pool of online workers in current CPCS requires on-demand recruitment,
which makes it intrinsically difficult for new workers to quickly understand all historical
contexts in CPCS. Meanwhile, the time spent by workers on understanding the context can
lead to delays in responses. It remains challenging to maintain the trade-off between response quality and latency. Figure 1.1 illustrates the conversation flow between an end-user
and crowd workers in CPCS.
Previous research has adopted self-help approaches to maintain global worker memory
by allowing workers to record and track context collaboratively. In addition to providing
the chat history, a “fact board” with facts of current conversations selected or summarized
by workers is updated [47]. However, this approach either increases the task burden of
current workers beyond replying to users or the costs of recruiting additional workers to
collect context. The memory curated by previous or other parallel workers mostly includes
subjective assumptions about the important information needed in the current dialogue turn,
which inhibits new workers from following the context in a systematic way.
Another concern is that for affective crowdsourcing where the emotional intelligence of
crowds is applied to peer-to-peer mental health support [61], workers are involved in counselling conversations that demand higher global comprehension than information retrieval
tasks. Although the idea of embedding paid crowd workers in an interactive user interface to deliver emotional support on demand is promising, existing crowd-powered systems
about affective support focus more on the effectiveness of counselling strategies [62] and
the availability of real-time recruitment [1], thus ignoring that inconsistent worker responses
1
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Figure 1.1: Conversation flow between an end-user and crowd workers in CPCS. New workers constantly enter and exit the conversation. Their entry points (early, middle, and late)
directly affect the amount of historical contexts that workers need to understand before coherently and effectively responding to the end-user.

may fail to relate to users’ feelings and problems mentioned in the chat history. This can be
particularly harmful in online psychological interventions.
Meanwhile, the past decade has witnessed the development of human-computer interaction mediated by conversational interfaces for accessing information [99] and enhancing
spoken dialogue. Driven by a chatbot, the conversational interface has been viewed as an effective tool that can be used to guide crowd workers to perform tasks in the workflow. As an
alternative to traditional web interfaces, conversational interfaces increase the engagement
of workers in crowdsourcing tasks without negatively impacting execution time and output
qualities [54]. Researchers have also explored the efficacy of chatbots in training workers to
complete therapeutic tasks [2], demonstrating the potential of conversational interfaces in
taking on pragmatic roles. Therefore, we would like to design mechanisms to provide context using conversational interfaces and explore what effect can a conversational interface
have on enhancing context consistency in crowd-powered chatbots. Inspired by [72], we
developed a chatbot called ContextBot to help workers systematically track context about
the current dialogue without recording it themselves.
2
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1.1

Problem Definition and Goal

Our goal in this paper is to address response inconsistency in CPCS with a context-tracking
tool mediated by a conversational interface. We employed an affective crowdsourcing
task, which required workers to deliver emotional support by Motivational Interviewing
(MI) [59]. To this end, workers used a client-centred conversation to stimulate users to
change. To achieve this goal, we need to understand the challenges of leveraging a conversational interface to present context and guiding crowd workers to understand and use
context while not burdening them.
First, context carries contextual information in the dialogue, and is a local configuration that both the speaker and the listener have a consensus on. We regard consistency as
“the ability to generate non-conflicting responses and remember past information discussed
in previous conversations ” [48]. Inconsistent context may prevent the dialogue from proceeding more naturally and lead to the lack of important information. When we talk about
contextual information, we hope not only to retain the content, task or structure information
contained in the historical dialogue but also to understand the user characteristics reflected
in the dialogue, such as the accurate inference of the user’s intentions and the resolution of
ambiguity in associated attributes. Typically, in MI, the context of an ongoing conversation
is comprised of the user’s disclosures to the therapist and the therapist’s inquiries. New
workers who play the role of a therapy coach need to simultaneously grasp facts about the
user, the therapist’s intentions, and other contextual factors. Even though the existing textbased dialogue systems have tried to present all of the chat histories [47] to new workers for
browsing or combine worker-generated notes and aggregation methods [24], a systematic
way of managing long-term conversational memory has not yet been studied. The challenge
mainly lies in specifying a ’step-by-step’ guideline to help crowd workers understand the
perceived context systematically and answer the user’s request.
Another challenge is to reduce the negative impact of getting extra assistance about the
dialogue context while workers respond to the user. CPCS are usually deployed in real-time
environments, where the trade-off between response quality and response latency is an essential factor. In an affective crowdsourcing task, responses are expected to also convey a
certain degree of counselling expertise, such as empathy, in addition to being contextually
consistent with the chat history. Both parties in dialogue usually perform specific speech
acts to pursue a dialogue goal, which could be potentially enhanced by providing workers with contextual guidance aligned with the consultation requirements. The dynamically
changing worker pool also provides an opportunity to explore the behaviour of workers entering the dialogue at different points. A related challenge is to explore how the response
quality and interaction experience are affected after interacting with the conversational interface for context under different contextual guidance and entry points.
In this paper, we investigate how to systematically provide context with a text-based
conversational interface driven by a chatbot, ContextBot, to help new workers quickly grasp
key information from the long chat history. The challenges needed to be addressed in order
to achieve this goal are summarized as: (1) providing systematic context comprised of multidimensional information disclosed in an affective conversation; (2) exploring the impact of
interacting with ContextBot on response quality and interaction experience from workers.
3
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In the next section, we will refine the research questions to address these challenges.

1.2

Research Questions

Based on the background in the previous section, we would like to know how to use a
text-based conversational interface, ContextBot, to provide context for crowd workers to
complete affective support tasks in CPCS. We aim to apply the interface to affective support
in online conversations. We set the focus of the paper to answer the main research question
(RQ):
RQ: How does ContextBot used for providing context in CPCS affect the
response quality and interaction experience of workers?
To answer the main question, two sub-questions are derived as follows:
RQ1: How could the context be extracted and provided for crowd workers to
understand the chat history?
As mentioned earlier, the context involved in a counselling conversation not only includes the general context of persons, places, and events, but also includes multi-dimensional
contexts such as the user’s feelings, the therapist’s intentions, and the goals of the therapeutic conversation. The context related to the user’s current query should be decomposed into
multiple factors, which should also be presented to workers in a logical and systematic way.
The design of this part will address the challenges (1) by decomposing the context into multiple dimensions (2) and by mapping the conversational flow of the chatbot to provide the
different dimensions of contexts.
RQ2: How does interacting with ContextBot affect the workers’ response
quality (consistency and professionalism) and their interaction experience
(user experience and cognitive load)?
Driven by RQ1, contextual guidance aligned with the content of the current conversation could play an important role in shaping the consistency of responses in CPCS, for
example, whether the guidance is adherent to MI-related techniques. To better simulate the
crowdsourcing flow in real-time CPCS, we identify another contextual factor, entry points,
to define the amount of the context for new workers to follow up when they enter the dialogue at an early, middle, or late entry. A between-subjects experiment will be expected
to compare different conditions comprised of contextual guidance and entry points. Since
our task is to provide affective support for the user, we are interested in whether ContextBot
could also help improve the professionalism in responses. For the interaction experience,
we identify two dependent variables, user experience and cognitive load to measure the
effectiveness of ContextBot.
4
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Figure 1.2: Thesis Outline.

1.3

Contributions

This project is the first attempt to apply a conversational interface as the context-tracking
tool to facilitate an affective support task in CPCS. This presents several challenges from
different fields, including contextual consistency, conversational interfaces, and affective
crowdsourcing. Specifically, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We identified the challenges of presenting context to constantly changing crowd
workers in CPCS. Given an affective support task of responding to the user by MI
techniques, we leveraged a conversational interface, ContextBot, specialized for CPCS
to show the possibility of dynamically supporting context in an ongoing counselling
conversation.
• We conceptualized the way of providing the context of an MI-related counselling conversation in CPCS. Specifically, we decomposed context into four dimensions and
organized a conversation flow to provide social context, linguistic context, semantic context, and cognitive context in sequence. The importance of this contribution is
that it allows workers to follow the context in a systematic way, overcoming the weakness of new workers feeling overwhelmed by separate facts summarized by previous
workers.
• We modified and adapted an MI-related counselling conversation to verify the effectiveness of contextual guidance aligned with counselling techniques in helping to
improve response professionalism. Our findings demonstrated the complexity and necessity to introduce specialized context to affective support tasks using MI in CPCS.
• We conducted a between-subjects experiment to evaluate the response quality and
interaction experience between crowd workers and ContextBot in different conditions
of providing context. We defined two independent variables, contextual guidance
and entry points, to comprehensively explore the benefits and risks of introducing
a conversational interface to provide the context in CPCS from the perspectives of
context content and real-time systems.

5
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1.4

Thesis Outline

This thesis consists of the following chapters, illustrated in Figure 1.2. In Chapter 2, we
discuss the previous work related to crowd-powered conversational systems, the context in
conversations, motivational interviewing, and conversational interfaces. Next, we introduce
the design and implementation of our system in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, the experimental
design of how to evaluate our system is described, followed by the evaluation results in
Chapter 5. Then, we further discuss the implications and limitations in Chapter 6. Finally,
we conclude the thesis with conclusions and future work in Chapter 7.

6

Chapter 2

Related Work
In this chapter, we will first discuss the earlier research in the field of crowd-powered conversational systems in Section 2.1, where the real-time techniques, affective crowdsourcing,
and approaches to maintain contextual consistency are often introduced to enrich relevant
applications. Then, we will describe the concept of context in conversations from a linguistic perspective in Section 2.2. Next, we will include the practice of motivational interviewing (MI) in Section 2.3, followed by the related work about applications of conversational
interfaces in crowdsourcing in Section 2.4. Finally, we will conclude how we build our
system design upon the above research in Section 2.5.

2.1

Crowd-Powered Conversational Systems

Our research is closely related to solutions for providing context in crowd-powered conversational systems (CPCS), which allow workers to help users with online tasks through an
interactive conversation.
The early development of chatbots was inspired by the Turing test in 1950 [87]. Recent studies have witnessed the rise of end-to-end architecture by employing sequence-tosequence neural networks to help chatbots generate responses. Although automated solutions have been trying to simulate human-level conversations, a large number of intelligent systems are still facing huge challenges for long-term context tracking and random
responses. In response to this challenge, hybrid systems have been introduced to integrate
the power of crowds and the advantages of automated models to realize intelligible question
answering [44, 71].
Besides integrating crowdsourcing into the automated modules, the “wisdom of crowds”
can be solicited to organize collective intelligence in a more direct manner [62]. CPCS
extend the prototyping concept of Wizard-of-Oz (WoZ) [53], with the ability to apply the
wisdom of crowds to control different aspects of the dialogue system, forming an ”assembly
line” of dialogue system controllers [32]. Crowds are naturally adaptive to the dynamic dialogue flow and can organize utterances in a logical way. The coordination among distributed
workers with different roles allows for more complex system control towards integrating
automated modules. CPCS could overcome the difficulty of including social identities and
7
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selecting random responses from only a limited database or corpora [95].

2.1.1

Real-Time Crowdsourcing for Chatbots

Real-time crowd-powered systems recruit workers on-demand and create an environment
where crowd workers work synchronously to complete tasks. Early systems distribute
batches of microtasks whose completion time ranges from hours to days. The real-time
crowdsourcing (RTC) technique has been shown to reduce worker response time to seconds [8], such as VizWiz [10]. Legion [46] was first introduced as a continuous real-time
crowdsourcing system to interact with users in a controlled way. Crowd workers were given
the control to interact with a UI control task over ongoing tasks. Then the concept of interactive crowdsourcing was later applied to conversational interfaces [47, 35]. Interactive
dialogue interfaces require real-time or near real-time practices to ensure smooth conversational sessions. Applications such as visual question answering [10], are still limited
by the issue of latency. Current systems mostly focus on helping users with specific information needs and services. Chorus was firstly proposed and deployed in a real-world
scenario to enable a group of synchronized workers to help users retrieve information in a
conversational interface [47]. It assigned crowd workers to respond to users and vote on
each other’s responses. The optimal set of responses was then selected to the user. Evorus
was built upon Chorus and further included a machine learning module to automatically select responses from workers [34], thereby reducing real-time latency and improving output
quality. Guardian took task-oriented input from a web-based API and then assigned tasks to
workers to interpret the parameters for generating responses [32]. InstructableCrowd [31]
was also designed as a task-oriented agent to guide users to manage tasks through their
mobile phones. The conversational interface provided a way for synchronized workers to
interact with users and transform their needs to IF-THEN rules. Alternatives such as Facebook M used proficiently trained employees working in shifts to interact with users [39].
Despite the success of recruiting workers on-demand, the empirical results of Chorus
on a small scale have revealed the potential challenges of maintaining worker consensus in
real-time CPCS [33]. In addition to directly providing the previous chat history, a “Working
Memory” assisted in tracking context by using facts of current conversations selected or
summarized by previous workers [47]. However, this approach increased the additional task
burden for workers beyond replying to users. We aim to address the challenge of enabling
a better balance between context tracking in real-time settings and response latency from
workers.

2.1.2

Chatbots in Mental Health

The growing need to address mental health issues has promoted the development of psychotherapy. However, due to the time and space limitations of traditional face-to-face communications with the therapist, chatbots of supportive purposes have been designed to provide users with more timely help. In the early development, Eliza was first designed in
a text-based manner to resemble the behaviour of a Rogerian psychotherapist [91]. Parry
then extended Eliza by simulating a person with paranoid schizophrenia, thus being the
8
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first chatbot to introduce judgemental attitudes towards conversations in development [15].
Recent surveys of chatbots in health have systematically reviewed the use of chatbots in
mental health and chronic diseases [45, 77, 60]. Chatbots can be effectively perceived as
not just forced labour [94] but as companions who provide users with self-management and
support. If necessary, common counselling techniques, such as cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) [19, 52, 20, 36], motivational interviewing (MI) [50, 20], and self-compassion
therapy [20], would be incorporated into the design of chatbots to achieve cognitive relief
or some level of psychotherapy.
WoeBot was a fully automated mental health application designed with CBT [19]. The
interactions between the user and the chatbot were marked by general questions about the
user’s emotions and context, aiming to assess and respond to the user’s anxiety and depression levels. Results after a two-week trial have demonstrated that participants who used
the service experienced less depressive symptoms than the control group. Similarly, the
study with Shim found that users who adhered to communicating with the chatbot under
the guidance of CBT reported reduced levels of stress and increased mental well-being after the trial [52]. Wysa adopted a wide range of counselling techniques to help depressed
users [36]. The study revealed a positive relationship between user engagement and health
improvement. Tess was adapted as an integrative psychological chatbot to provide customized therapies depending on the user’s emotions and concerns [20]. It gained significant
improvements over depression and anxiety among college students. Beyond textual chatbots, Philip et al. used virtual embodied conversational agents (ECA) to identify the user’s
symptoms of major depressive disorder based on specific diagnosis criteria [70]. Lucas
et al. demonstrated that a virtual agent could better help elicit traumatic symptoms from
users with a verbal semi-structured interview [51]. Studies in delivering psychotherapy
through chatbots generally track and evaluate participants’ mental health empirically, and
have achieved improvements in terms of user experience, depression levels, self-disclosure,
etc., which supports the notion that chatbots could be used as an alternative to providing
moderate counselling for users who seek help at any time.
Yet, evidence has shown that a fully automated text-based chatbot based on CBT principles may provide repetitive, short and unnatural responses [19]. Also, it has been argued
that parsing and reflecting on the client’s stories described with unique idiosyncratic words
is essential for creating effective psychotherapy [68]. The idea of incorporating human intelligence into supportive chatbots is expected to address the challenge of generating more
nuanced responses and expressing better empathy for users who need more personalized
emotional support.
Applications of affective crowdsourcing [61] solicit the collective emotional intelligence and implement the concept of peer-to-peer mental health support [66], which has been
demonstrated in systems such as in-person and online support forums [5]. The web-based
system, Panoply [62, 63], trained crowd workers to perform cognitive reconstructing and
generate new appraisals for users who seek emotional help. KokoBot [64] further extended
the idea and acted as a computer agent to guide users by predicting appropriate responses
from an existing crowdsourced peer support corpus. However, such systems required users
to log in to the system or get help from peers through agents [43]. Direct and continuous
counselling interactions between users and chatbots remain blank. Crowd of Oz (CoZ), by
9
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contrast, enabled the real-time two-way interaction between a stressed user and synchronous
crowds by employing real-time, synchronous crowdsourcing (RTC) techniques [1]. However, previous studies of delivering affective support have focused more on the effectiveness
and real-time features. So far, no attempts have been made to apply context-tracking tools to
crowd-powered systems for working memory maintenance in real-time affective conversations. We built our study upon the work of [47, 33], addressing the challenge of uncovering
important context from the lengthy chat history while not burdening workers in an affective
support task.

2.1.3

Contextual Consistency in Chatbots

A human-like dialogue system is expected to deliver consistent responses in terms of the
given persona, conversational styles, and context related to the previous chat history [30].
For persona consistency, automated dialogue systems model encode persona-specific statements [97, 49] as vectors to be fed into the network-based learning architecture, such as
sequence-to-sequence models [83]. A novel two-stage framework was proposed to generate diverse and persona-consistent responses [80]. In addition to adopting additional
dialogue attribute to encode the latent variables extracted from responses, it introduced a
persona-consistency checking module to correct and rewrite the responses inconsistent with
the given persona. Li et al. generated responses with a consistent persona conditioned on
specific speakers’ personalities such as gender and hobbies [49]. It represented each speaker
with the user embedding and targeted the content consistency but could not handle unknown
speakers. For stylistic consistency, a common strategy is to train stylistic parameters by taking advantage of transfer learning or domain adaptation. Zhang et al. decomposed the
procedure of generating personalized responses as a two-phase approach, namely initialization and adaptation [96]. Wang et al. adapted a decoding algorithm with specific language
styles and demonstrated the effectiveness of generating stylistically consistent responses
based on an open-domain corpus [90].
However, contextual consistency with respect to the dialogue history is yet to be explored. Context is usually regarded as a sequence of past dialogue exchanges of any length
and then encoded as vectors to be fed into the learning architecture. Despite the simplicity of embedding context as vectors from a computational perspective, current automated
models focus more on modelling a single dimension of context. Sordoni et al. addressed
the challenge of generating responses that are sensitive to the linguistic context [82]. They
encoded the past utterances as contextual information to hidden continuous representations
by conditional language models. However, they did not consider the word order within the
message and context utterances. Sato et al. extended the linguistic context to conversational
situations by including user profiles and timestamps of the utterances [76]. They proposed
neural conversational models to inject given situations that could help generate situationaware responses. Yet, the models cannot comprehensively link the current utterance with
multi-dimensional contexts, such as the historical text, semantic facts, speaker intentions,
and dialogue goals. Moreover, both participants in dialogue usually perform specific actions
to pursue a communicative goal while existing research in automated dialogue systems ignores the contextual information that drives the goal [56].
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Even in CPCS, consensus among different workers on specific questions is hard to
achieve. Crowd-powered systems require crowds to share and maintain a globally consistent memory. To accomplish this goal, a fact board interface with important facts noted
down by a group of previous workers was updated in a relative long-term interaction session
as the conversation continued [48]. The facts were extracted from the previous conversation
turns, including the description of the current task (e.g. ask for a restaurant) and the properties of the users themselves (e.g. the current user is vegan). Only 10 facts got maintained
at a time and removed when more important facts were returned. Moreover, in an affective
support task where the context necessary for new workers to follow up was not limited to
identified facts, such a fact board could fail to capture the user’s intention of asking for help
and the counselling techniques required from workers. The summarized facts curated by
previous workers mostly included subjective assumptions about the current dialogue, which
also inhibited new workers from following the context in a systematic way. We decide to
guide workers to explore the conversation by our contextual guidance, where a systematic
flow of helping understand the context is provided.

2.2

Context in Conversations

The concept of “context” was originally used in linguistics to refer to accompanying text [23],
and was later extended to refer to the situation in which the discourse events and actions take
place. We examine the role of context in coordinating communicative behaviour from a linguistic perspective, in which Bunt believed that the understanding of the context is relevant
to five factors [13], namely the linguistic, semantic, cognitive, social and physical context.
The linguistic context is defined as the surrounding utterances that have been said in the
previous conversational turns. The semantic context is derived from the underlying goal
of the communicative task, which means the understanding of the specific facts and the
meanings are also involved. For the cognitive context, “current participants’ beliefs, intentions, and other attitudes” are reflected to perform the ongoing communicative task [13].
Specifically, Grosz and Sidner proposed the concept of the attentional state as the “information about the objects, properties, relations, and discourse intentions that are most salient at
any given point” [27], which further implied that speakers’ intentions of uttering a specific
discourse could not be ignored when presenting the cognitive context. The social context
comprises the type of the dialogue (i.e., information-seeking dialogue; debating dialogue;
...) and the social roles of participants (i.e., employer-employee; customer-server; ...). The
physical context refers to the spatiotemporal characteristics of the dialogue where the nonverbal behaviour or circumstances of the interaction could be emphasized. Different context
dimensions contribute to the pragmatic knowledge [88] about the current situations and mutual understanding for both the speaker and the addressee [14] as the dialogue proceeds. The
discourses are thus built progressively when the initial information keeps being updated by
the context [26].
The mental model [38] also emphasizes the importance of cognitive and semantic dimensions in interpreting and constructing communication events [88]. Although the dialogue takes place at the social level from a macro perspective, the cognitive interaction
11
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process of the interlocutors cannot be ignored. The mental model has been widely used to
explain the cognitive bases that participants need to understand and build together while
engaging in conversations. Besides, another purpose between the participants is to explore what the dialogue is about in a semantic way, where interlocutors constantly refer to
the things discussed in the ongoing dialogue. Therefore, we intend to draw on the multidimensional context in linguistics to systematically present important information about the
current conversation.

2.3

Motivational Interviewing

Motivational Interviewing (MI) is a client-centred, collaborative conversation about change
and is widely used in behaviour change [12, 65, 75] and psychotherapy [2, 84]. The spiritual core that constitutes MI consists of four aspects: partnership, acceptance, compassion
and evocation (PACE) [59]. Miller and Rollnick described four basic processes for using
MI: engaging, focusing, evoking and planning [59]. Each stage requires a different amount
and type of context to be focused on and elicited in the conversation. During the engaging
process, the therapist develops a safe interactive environment where the patient can seek
support. Micro-skills include open questions, affirmations, reflective listening and summarises (OARS) are proposed to strengthen links and facilitate the deep understanding of
patients. In focusing, the therapist attempts to work with the patient to establish the central goal of the conversation, develop a focus and definition of the main challenge and help
identify why the change is applicable based on internal values. In evoking, the therapist
uses a variety of questions to explore the deep reasons for the change. Different types of
change talk are involved, such as desire, ability, reasons and need (DARN) [6, 59]. To further strengthen the change talk, responses using elaborate, affirm, reflect and summarise
(EARS) are advocated for the therapist. In planning, the therapist helps the patient decide
the specific direction for change and develop an associated action plan.
MI was first applied to various behaviour change applications including physical activity change [67, 79]. Then it gained popularity in treating mental health problems, such as
stress and depression. Previous research has shown that MI could be integrated into chatbots to deliver psychological interventions [50] but more contextualized responses were
required [69]. However, these applications were proposed from the user perspective and the
counsellor’s responses were often pre-defined in the system.
In client-centred psychotherapy like MI, the information disclosed by the user to the
therapist and the inquiry clues taken by the therapist constitute the context in the ongoing
conversation, where different stages might be involved with different types of treatment.
Skilled questioning [37] is a questioning technique that demands the therapist to recall and
integrate the previous context, while simultaneously planning for the new questions. The
combination of context in the previous and current conversations is indispensable for further questioning. Some common approaches used in counselling such as 5W1H [28] do
not follow the context so the user may feel overwhelmed or stressed to answer aggressive
questions. Therefore, we adopted MI-adherent guidance in our crowd-powered system to
emphasize contextual understanding while workers respond to users with empathy.
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2.4

Conversational Interfaces in Crowdsourcing

Conversational interfaces facilitate more natural interactions between individuals with the
technology. Advances in dialogue systems have promoted the interest in conversational
interfaces [98]. Users engage these third-party chatbots in dialogues to accomplish complex tasks, such as collaborative information-seeking [7, 89], task management [85], time
scheduling [16], and group discussions [41, 42]. However, these applications are mediated
by chatbots for main tasks, ignoring the potential of exploiting the conversational interface
as an assistant tool for crowd-powered systems.
Earlier research has adopted text-based conversational interfaces to help crowd workers
in various tasks such as image annotation and information finding [54], yielding comparable
results and positive satisfaction from workers compared to traditional web interfaces. Furthermore, the impact of conversational styles on the output quality, user engagement, and
cognitive load was investigated in conversational interfaces. The results revealed that with
a more enthusiastic conversational style, workers generated better output and experienced
less cognitive load in more difficult microtasks [73]. Besides traditional tasks, Trainbot [2]
adopted conversational interfaces to train workers on MI to provide emotional support for
stressed users. Workers reported less stress and performed better in answering quizzes when
taking the test. Building upon [54, 2], we decide to introduce the conversational interface
as a tool for providing context and investigated how the interface affected the output quality
and interaction experience in the microtask of delivering support in an MI-centered dialogue.

2.5

Summary

Existing research on crowdsourcing has demonstrated the potential of delivering affective
support through CPCS. However, effective approaches to providing context for on-demand
workers have not yet been explored. To step further toward the field of integrating conversational interfaces into CPCS for systematically tracking context, we will build our system
design upon the following aspects:
• Crowd-powered conversational systems (CPCS): We will design our worker interface for completing the affective support task by simulating the interactive interface
in real-time CPCS, where a two-way ongoing conversation will be presented to the
workers.
• Context in conversations: To address the contextual consistency issue in CPCS, we
will conceptualize the context systematically based on Section 2.2, where multiple
dimensions of information from the chat history will be extracted and provided in a
customized conversation flow.
• Motivational Interviewing (MI): We will root our experiment in a therapeutic conversation using MI as the treatment method. Contextual guidance adherent to specific
MI stages will be designed to enhance a better contextual understanding of the ongoing conversation.
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• Conversational interfaces in crowdsourcing: We will design a conversational interface for workers to interact with a text-based chatbot. The conversational interface
will be adopted as an assistant when workers need help to understand the previous
context before responding to the user.
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Chapter 3

System Design and Implementation
This chapter will discuss the system design and implementation in detail. We first provide
the system architecture in Section 3.1 and then mainly explain the design of the conversational interface ContextBot in Section 3.2, including the context dimensions and conversational flow. After that, we describe the implementation of each element in the system in
Section 3.3. Finally, we conclude our main design and implementation in Section 3.4.

3.1

System Architecture

We describe the architecture of our system supporting the conversations between an enduser and crowd workers, and the conversation flow between ContextBot and crowd workers. Figure 3.1 shows the main modules of the system. The system is comprised of one
main Task Window where ContextBot is included, the backend programming application
interfaces (Task Executioner and Conversation Executioner) and a relational database
(PostgreSQL Database).
Crowd workers are required to help users with information needs in the Task Window which simulates the worker interface in Chorus [47]. The interaction between the
end-user and workers is controlled by the Task Executioner. ContextBot is available as a
conversational interface within the Task Window for the further query of the context. The
Conversation Executioner is responsible for generating prompts for the chatbot and analyzing responses from workers. Responses and actions from workers related to interacting
with the system will be saved to the PostgreSQL Database.

3.2

Design of ContextBot

To address RQ1, we aim to design a conversational interface that can deliver the context
from multiple dimensions in a systematic way. In this section, we will first define the context
dimensions used in ContextBot and how the context will be extracted based on a therapeutic
conversation. Next, we will map the above context dimensions to a customized conversation
flow, which will be adopted by ContextBot to prompt the context in a systematic way.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the system architecture.

3.2.1

Conceptualizing Context

Different context dimensions are related to each other and together constitute the factors
for comprehending the current sentence. The dynamic process of MI also puts forward
different discourse focusing on the context in each stage. Based on Section 2.2, we consider
four dimensions of context mentioned in earlier work [13]: social context, linguistic context,
semantic context, and cognitive context. Physical context involves the non-verbal behaviour
of the dialogue, which is not applicable to our text-based conversational interface.
Social Context provides the type of dialogue (e.g., information-seeking dialogue) and
the roles (e.g., employer-employee) that participants need to play from a global perspective,
which is helpful for eliminating a new worker’s uncertainty about the current topic. Therefore, it is expected to be put in the first step of interaction to give global goals about the
current conversation (e.g., engage a user; evoke a user’s desire to change).
Linguistic Context refers to the surrounding utterances that have been said in the previous conversational turns. Uncertain references in the current sentence can be elucidated
by directly giving the previous sentences which contain events, places, and pronouns that
have been referred to. We will manually inspect the previous chat history and extract the
linguistic context. Automated solutions such as co-reference resolution could be employed
to find relevant linguistic expressions related to the current entities [93]. However, this is
not the current focus of our research.
Semantic Context is known to be “specific facts in the domain of discourse; the current
state of the underlying task” [13]. It is derived from the underlying goal of the communicative task where specific facts and meanings are involved. We assume that the facts
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contained in the semantic context can guide the worker to formulate a big picture of the
current state of the ongoing chat, thus facilitating consistent discussion on change-focused
talk. Specific facts until the current utterance would be summarized to help workers grasp
what psychological issues or the situation of the user have been discussed in a faster way
than reading the entire chat history. Three types of summary have been discussed in MI.
(1) A linking summary, used to establish linking between the current utterance with what
has been previously said. (2) A transitional summary, used to shift the topic focus of the
dialog. (3) A collecting summary, used to combine relevant situations that are mentioned
by the patient. We aim to make sure that the new worker who enters the dialogue at any
time could have a basic understanding of the chat history and the user’s problems. We thus
provide a collecting summary of the previous turns for every new worker. We will manually
summarize the corresponding number of facts based on the position of the current utterance
in the chat. Text summarization can also be performed automatically by advanced natural
language processing tools [22]. However, this is not the current focus of our research.
Cognitive Context reflects the intention and attentional state of participants toward the
current utterance. Due to the subjectivity and elusiveness of cognitive states, different crowd
workers may have different impressions of the same piece of dialogue. They tend to perceive
the information from one’s own given point, which makes it more difficult to maintain the
consistency delivered to the same user, especially when they do not know the intentions
of previous workers. For example, some workers may respond with an intention of being
emotional while some workers may have the intention of presenting a practical solution.
Therefore, we will explicitly summarize the intentions of the three roles involved in the
current dialogue, the user, the previous workers, and the current worker. The user’s intention
is related to the type of help that he/she tried to seek in specific MI stages, which can also
help the current worker understand why the current query was uttered by the user. The
previous workers’ intention provides a consistent standard for the current worker to refer
to. The indication of the intention of the current worker then guides the worker to think in
a consistent and desired way.
MI Techniques are suggested by ContextBot after all contexts are provided to the worker,
aiming to help the worker respond in a more professional and empathetic manner. We
will modify the templates previously used in [69, 2] and add instructions relevant to the
corresponding MI stage.

3.2.2

Mapping Conversation Flow

We aim to provide contextual information in a systematic way, overcoming the weakness in
traditional crowd-powered systems where separate facts are presented. To decompose the
cognitive burden of workers understanding a large number of contexts at once, we use a
linear way to sequentially provide four context dimensions. Figure 3.2 displays the conversation flow between ContextBot and the crowd worker.
1 Once the worker clicks the ContextBot icon for help, the greeting from ContextBot is
first displayed to ask if he/she would like to continue the dialogue. 2 After receiving the acceptance, ContextBot drives the conversation by first introducing the global social context,
including what role the worker should generally act as and the corresponding requirement
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Figure 3.2: Conversation flow of ContextBot.

for the specific dialogue stage (i.e., engaging, focusing, evoking, planning). As the conversation is often viewed as a joint activity that requires turn-taking and grounding [56], we
design quick reply buttons for workers to request further clarification from the bot. If the
request is triggered, ContextBot will rephrase the context again and initiate the next prompt
to carry on the dialogue [86]. 3 Next, ContextBot prompts the guidance of exploring linguistic context. The same request option is provided for the worker to ask for another turn
of rephrasing. 4 After the confirmation, the worker is prompted to read the summarized
semantic context. 5 Then, ContextBot guides the worker to explore each participant’s (i.e.,
the user, the previous workers, the current worker) intentions as the cognitive context. 6
The final prompt for MI techniques comes after the acknowledgement of the current information from the worker. Adapted to the specific MI stage that the worker is working on,
different micro-skills popularly implemented in MI will be shown to the worker.

3.3

System Implementation

We built our system as a web application using Flask [25]. The actual conversational interfaces in the Task Window were written with JavaScript using libraries such as jQuery [9]
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Figure 3.3: Worker interface of the system. The interface to interact with ContextBot is
placed next to the main task window where crowd workers can read the chat and respond to
the user.
to implement specific interactive behaviours. When crowd workers use the system, interactions will be recorded in a PostgreSQL database [18]. We deployed the system on
Heroku [58] for the final production mode.

3.3.1

Worker Interface

As shown in Figure 3.3, we designed and implemented two conversational interfaces in the
Task Window, one serving as a live chat window A1 with a complete chat history to date
was presented to new workers, who could scroll up and down to read the previous chat
before writing responses in the input box A2 . To simulate a real chat, workers were also
allowed to edit and refine their responses in an open-ended manner as shown in A3 . Next to
the live chat window, ContextBot was displayed as a chatbot icon B1 . Workers could freely
choose whether to click the icon to enter a conversation with ContextBot in B2 .
The interaction with the user was processed by the Task Executioner. Since the need
for the quantity and content of context was affected by the number of conversational turns
workers participated in, we restricted each worker to only respond in a single turn. We
believe that if workers could provide consistent responses in a single turn, their ability to
participate in multiple turns in CPCS would not be compromised.
For the interaction with ContextBot, another conversational interface will be activated
when the chatbot icon B1 is clicked. We leveraged the techniques used in most messenger applications [4], where a two-way interactive conversation was shown on the screen.
Since our focus was to use the chatbot to provide context, we disabled the free text inputs
from workers and only enabled quick-reply buttons for workers. Another concern was that
workers could quickly go through the context by clicking buttons, which also helped reduce the latency caused by interacting with the chatbot in real-time CPCS. Inspired by the
work of [73], we implemented two quick-reply choices with different conversation styles for
every turn that required input from workers. For example, as shown in Figure 3.3, after Con19
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textBot requested clarification about the current linguistic context, choices where one with
high involvement “Yes, I’m totally aware now!” and another one with high considerateness
“Not really...I am confused.” were shown to the worker at the same time. Then the answer
would be processed by the backend API where Conversation Executioner controlled the
pattern matching and analysis of quick-reply choices from workers. New prompts for the
next conversational turn would be then generated based on the conversation flow shown in
Section 3.2.2.

3.3.2

Database

We adopted a PostgreSQL relational database to log the workers’ behaviour. The complete
entity relationship diagram can be found in the appendix A.1. We briefly introduce each
entity as follows.
Worker: The “Worker” table uses id as the primary key to uniquely identify all fields. It
also stores the prolific ID of each worker as prolific id and the timestamp of creating
each record as time stamp.
Worker behavior: It defines all possible clicking behaviours of the participant on the system page, including clicking quick-reply buttons, clicking the chatbot icon and clicking
texts. It uses worker id as a foreign key to link the table “Worker”.
Message: It stores the content of the messages sent by workers as worker utterance, the
message status as msg status, which could be “Added” or “Deleted”, and the timestamp
of creating one message as time stamp. It further uses worker id as a foreign key to link
the table “Worker”.
Time spent: Each row records the execution time of a worker for a specific task condition stage. The execution time could be calculated by the minus between end time and
start time. It further uses worker id as a foreign key to link the table “Worker”.

3.3.3

Data Preparation

We employed an affective support task which required workers to deliver emotional support
by Motivational Interviewing (MI) [59], a client-centred conversation enhancing users to
change. We selected and modified a complete case1 as our study data which covered the
four stages of MI by describing an interaction about how a therapist helped a depressed user
from understanding her problems to develop a plan for change (Appendix A.2). Specifically,
we shortened the conversation and focused on only one problem of the user. We chose this
case because it contained the full four stages of MI. The rich explanations on the use of
OARS techniques in the original case also helped us form MI prompts and extract relevant
context.
1 https://www.guilford.com/add/miller2/julia.pdf
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3.3.4

The platform for Crowdsourcing Tasks

We used Prolific.co platform to distribute our task to crowd workers. To connect the platform with our web application, we appended parameters to the end of our URL to record
the worker IDs. Specifically, we stored the parameter PROLIFIC ID in the “Worker” table
as prolific id. When a worker clicks the URL of our application through Prolific.co,
the parameter PROLIFIC ID will be automatically replaced by the actual prolific ID as an
argument. Later on, the value of the ID will be extracted for processing the behaviour of
this worker.

3.4

Summary

This chapter described the design and implementation details of our system that supports
communication between the end-user and crowd workers. Specifically, our system consists
of the Task Window, the backend programming application interfaces (Task Executioner
and Conversation Executioner) and a relational database (PostgreSQL Database). We
first discussed the context dimensions involved in the content provided by ContextBot and
visualized the conversation flow of the interaction between ContextBot and workers. Next,
we gave the implementation details of how the worker interface connected with the backend programming application interfaces. We stored relevant worker inputs into a relational
database and connected the entire web application to a crowdsourcing platform for recruiting crowd workers.
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Chapter 4

Evaluating ContextBot
In this chapter, the experimental goal and hypotheses will be first described in Section 4.1.
Then we discuss the combination of 3(entry points)*3(contextual guidance) experimental
conditions and the mapping of context based on our dialogue in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3,
we describe the participant recruitment strategy and then the procedure of participating in
the whole study will be described in Section 4.4. Finally, we explain the dependent variables
that we will use to test the hypotheses and evaluate the system in Section 4.5.

4.1

Goal and Hypotheses

To address RQ2, we propose the following hypotheses.
Hypothesis 1 (H1): Interacting with ContextBot yields more consistent responses as compared to other conditions, across varying entry points and contextual guidance.
Hypothesis 2 (H2): When using ContextBot with MI-adherent guidance, crowd workers
respond with more professional responses than those who interact with general guidance.
Hypothesis 3 (H3): When workers enter the dialogue late, interacting with ContextBot
yields a better user experience compared to other conditions.
Hypothesis 4 (H4): Interacting with ContextBot does not significantly increase the cognitive load of workers as compared to the condition of only providing chat history.
The goal of our experiments is to test the above hypotheses by exploring the impact of contextual factors in helping build such an assistant interface of providing context, specifically
the impact of different entry points and types of contextual guidance on response quality
and interaction experience. We assume that different entry points will result in workers being exposed to different amounts of context and stages of the MI counselling conversation,
which will affect the quality of their responses and perception of ContextBot. As for the
contextual guidance, it is expected that workers’ understanding of the nature of the conversation will determine the professionalism in their responses and focus on the contextual
information.
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Entry Point

MI Stage

User’s Utterance

Early
Middle
Late

Beginning of engaging (4th turn)
Half way of focusing (25th turn)
End of planning (33rd turn)

Yes! It is so bad.
Yes it would. Do you think it’s possible for me?
I might just take a walk or see my friends. But like I
said, it seems like they don’t want to be around me so
much anymore because I bring them down with me. Do
you have some suggestions on what I should do?

Table 4.1: Choice of entry points corresponding to the user’s utterance in each condition.

4.2

Study Design

We designed and implemented a conversational interface, ContextBot, to provide contextual information about the dialogue. To simulate CPCS, we set up another conversational
interface to allow workers to respond to the user while a complete chat history to date was
presented. The task goal for the worker was to join an online conversation as a therapy
coach to provide a depressed user with consistent responses based on the chat history. New
workers who entered the current dialogue could scroll up and down the chat to follow the
history. As discussed before, we selected a counselling dialogue using MI as the treatment
to verify the role of the system in delivering affective support. The study was authorized by
the Ethics Committee of the Eindhoven University of Technology.

4.2.1

Experimental Conditions

A 3(entry points) × 3(contextual guidance) between-subjects design was implemented to
study the impact of entry points (early, middle, and late) and contextual guidance (MIadherent guidance, general guidance, and no guidance) on response quality and interaction
experience with ContextBot.
Entry Points The dynamic process of MI puts forward different requirements on the
discourse focus of each stage, and the intervention from a later stage also requires more
context. We considered three entry points for new workers: early, middle, and late. The
later the workers entered the system, the more chat history they had to read. The difference
was also reflected in the linguistic context referred by the current utterance and the amount
of semantic context. We divided three different dialogue entry points according to the content involved in the dialogue and the stage it was in, corresponding to engaging, evoking,
and planning respectively. For each stage, we selected the current user utterance having
more ambiguous meanings as the experimental object because replying to such a sentence
required more context from the history and the understanding of the MI stage, which also
helped explore the roles played by different dimensions of context. Table 4.1 shows the
user’s current utterance selected for the three stages. The total number of conversational
turns in our dialogue is 37. We gave the specific number of turns used in our conversation
to mark each stage.
Contextual Guidance We aim to understand how ContextBot, with or without MIadherent guidance, affects workers’ behaviour. We created two versions of ContextBot (with
MI-adherent guidance, with general non-MI guidance) and one version without ContextBot
but only the chat history. Specifically, the chat history version without ContextBot was
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used as a baseline condition in our experiment. The displayed context and amounts of
contextual information shown by ContextBot under MI and non-MI conditions were the
same. Differences would only occur in the specific content provided by social context and
cognitive context directly related to corresponding MI stages (Table 4.5). We chose these
two contexts because social context played the role of setting global conversational goals for
workers, while cognitive context set local goals related to the current sentence. Specifically,
cognitive context concretized the worker’s speech act in the pursuit of the conversation goal.
In addition, we adapted the psychotherapy techniques to MI techniques in the MI condition.
In the non-MI condition, only general techniques about how to respond empathetically were
provided for workers. In the control condition, there was only one chat history window and
no ContextBot.
To conclude, the tasks for three conditions with different contextual guidance include:
(1) respond after receiving MI-adherent guidance from ContextBot; (2) respond after receiving general non-MI guidance from ContextBot; (3) respond naturally after reading the
chat history. For conditions (1) and (2), after the worker enters the ongoing dialogue, ContextBot follows the conversation flow mentioned in Chapter 3 to guide the worker explore
the corresponding context in terms of the current state of the MI stage. For condition (3), a
complete chat history will be presented in the live chat window (Figure 3.3 A1 ).

4.2.2

Extracting Context

Exact instructions for workers to interact with ContextBot are based on the extraction of
context at the specific dialogue stage. Table 4.2, Table 4.3, Table 4.4, and Table 4.5 respectively summarize the specific representations of different contextual content extracted from
our study data.
For social context, we summarized the MI goals related to the MI stage of the current
utterance, thus allowing workers to understand the MI focus of the current dialogue from
a global perspective. For non-MI experimental conditions, workers would not be aware
of the conversation that they were involved in was an MI-related counselling conversation.
General prompts about using consistent responses would be provided for these workers.
For linguistic context, we invited another two experienced human-computer interaction
(HCI) experts to jointly determine the relevant linguistic context that should be extracted
from the selected current utterance. The criteria include, for each expert, (i) finding an
unspecified noun or pronoun in the current utterance; (ii) and identifying sentences related
to the unspecified word in the preceding text. Finally, the author of this project and two
experts reached an agreement on the identified sentences as linguistic context.
For semantic context, we differentiated the amount of context shown by the point of
the entry. Workers who entered earlier would be provided with less related sentences to
the current utterance as the semantic context. For the early, middle and late entry points,
the number of semantic context was 2, 4, and 6, respectively. Similar to the procedure
of determining linguistic context, the author of this project and two experts collectively
discussed past semantic information relevant to the current utterance, including but not
limited to the user’s mental state, the type of help the user was seeking, objective facts
about the user, factual events that the user had told the counsellor, etc.
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For cognitive context, we proposed intentions for the three roles involved in the current
conversation, the user, the previous coach, and the current coach. For the user, we summarized the type of help asked by the user based on the progress of the conversation. For the
previous coach, which was actually played by previous workers who entered the conversation earlier, their intention was about how to use relevant MI techniques to solve the user’s
problems. Since it was difficult to summarize the intention that appeared in every previous
conversation turn when the dialogue was too long, we only summarized the intention that
was closest to the current user’s intention. For the current coach, we highlighted the MI
techniques that they were supposed to use for the current MI stage, such as affirmations
and reflective listening. For the non-MI experimental conditions, workers were not provided with any intentions related to the MI techniques, only with instructions to help them
respond as consistently as possible.
Contextual Guidance

Entry Points

Social Context

MI

Early
Middle
Late

Listen to and engage the user
Identify the change talk of the user and elicit the change from the user
Develop a specific change plan for the user to implement

Non-MI

Early
Middle
Late

Respond the user according to the historical context in this session

Table 4.2: Social context summarized for different experimental conditions.

Contextual Guidance

Entry Points

Linguistic Context

MI/Non-MI

Early
Middle
Late

“Kind of like a pattern..”
“I don’t want to be alone. I need to be loved...”
“I feel like even my friends avoid me...”

Table 4.3: Linguistic context selected for different experimental conditions.

Contextual Guidance

MI/NonMI

Entry Points

Semantic Context

Early

1. The user has broken up with her boyfriend.
2. She feels upset and confused by what’s happened to her past awful relationships.

Middle

1, 2
3. She is depressed and wants to feel happy again.
4. She thinks she is a burden to her friends and feels like her friends avoid her.

Late

1, 2, 3, 4
5. She is a resourceful person. She moved to the current place
from Ireland all on her own and set up a new life for herself.
6. She has told the coach in the past how she lift her mood, such as going
to see a funny and romantic movie, getting out of her apartment for a walk, and seeing friends.

Table 4.4: Semantic context summarized for different experimental conditions.
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Contextual Guidance

Entry Points

Early

MI

User’s intention: need and desire to not destroy relationships and change her relationship patterns with friends;
Previous coach’s intention: figure out and focus on the depression problem of the user by
asking relevant open questions, demonstrating empathy, and reflecting and confirming the user’s concerns;
Your intention: (1) start with affirming and reflecting the user’s descriptions;
(2) propose open questions to elicit the user’s ability of change;

Middle

User’s intention: find ways to lift her mood;
Previous coach’s intention: improve the user’s mood by asking relevant
open-ended questions, demonstrating empathy, and reflecting and confirming
the user’s concerns in order to elicit the user’s feelings and preferences;
Your intention: (1) start with affirming and reflecting the user’s descriptions;
(2) summarize the activities that the user has mentioned to lift her mood;
(3) propose open questions to ask further alternative options that the user could use to relieve her tension;

Late

Non-MI

Cognitive Context
User’s intention: seek help and reasons for her low/negative
emotions and bad relationships;
Previous coach’s intention: provide empathetic and
reflective responses in terms of the user’s problems;
Your intention: continue improving the engagement of this dialog by affirming and reflecting
what the user has said in an empathetic way;

Early
Middle
Late

User’s intention: same as above in each stage
Previous coach’s intention:provide consistent responses;
Your intention: continue providing consistent responses.

Table 4.5: Cognitive context summarized for different experimental conditions.

Figure 4.1: Overview of the task procedure.

4.3

Participants

We recruited 351 participants (∼35 for each condition) via the Prolific.co platform. We
only considered participants whose first language was English and those who came from
the US or the UK. To limit the bias caused by work environments [21], participants can
only join the study if they were using a laptop. We estimated £7.54/h for the task. Each
worker was finally paid £8.63 per hour on average, which was considered good according
to Prolific.co. After removing 13 workers who failed the attention check questions and 15
workers who interacted with ContextBot only after responding to the user, we finally had
323 unique workers (75.5% female, 23.5% male, 0.9% unknown gender). Their average
age was 38.6 years old (SD=13.4).

4.4

Procedure

Figure 4.1 illustrates the task procedure for each worker participating in our study.
(1) Pre-Task Questionnaire. Participants will be first asked to select their mood out of
nine scales before proceeding. The mood is designed based on the “Pick-A-Mood” instrument [17] which could help measure nine distinct mood states quickly. Figure 4.2 shows
the mood characters used in our pre-task questionnaire.
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Figure 4.2: The mood scale to select in the pre-task questionnaire.

(2) Introduction. Next, we inform workers about the purpose of the study and how their
data would be used. Once they give their consent, they are randomly assigned to one of the
nine experimental conditions. Specific instructions on how to interact with the system are
then provided to introduce the participants to the main components of the system.
(3) Main Task. The main task starts with clicking the “Start Task” button. The task goal is
to give an appropriate response to the depressed user in the chat history window. Workers
can freely choose whether to get assistance from ContextBot (if available). Each worker is
allowed to respond to one latest user’s utterance in an open-ended manner. The end of the
task is marked by clicking the “Submit Task” button after messages were sent.
(4) Post-Task Questionnaire. Workers are redirected to a post-task questionnaire after
finishing the task. We ask workers to fill in a short User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ-S)
to understand their perceived pragmatic and hedonic quality of the system design [78]. Next,
workers are asked to report the cognitive load by completing the NASA Task Load Index
(NASA-TLX) [29], which contains six items (mental demand, physical demand, temporal
demand, self-performance, effort, and frustration). We further include several questions for
measuring the user perceptions of general chatbots and design choices of ContextBot on a
7-point Likert scale. Finally, workers are allowed to give a satisfaction score on a 10-point
Likert scale and leave comments about ContextBot and the system design.
(5) Completion. After completing the post-task questionnaire successfully, the workers are
thanked for their participation and redirected to Prolific to receive their reward.
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4.5

Evaluation Metrics

Throughout the experiment, we collected both quantitative and qualitative data to evaluate
the following metrics.
Response Consistency. Automated dialogue systems usually consider whether the generated responses are consistent with the facts describing the speaker’s role, by regarding
the consistency as a natural language inference (NLI) problem by calculating the inference
relation scores of responses with the facts for each given persona [57, 81]. While the inference score is often used as a metric to compare with baseline models, human evaluation is
still heavily used as an adjunct in judging context consistency [40]. Random samples are
selected and provided for humans to assign labels. Since we value the consistency between
the response and the chat history where multiple dimensions of context are involved, existing NLI frameworks which are mostly trained on fact-based datasets are ill-suited to our
measurement [92]. Therefore, we recruited crowd workers from Prolific.co to rate the consistency of generated responses. To decide the number of responses to sample, we observed
that the number of workers interacting with ContextBot was around 15 for each condition.
The number of those who did not interact with ContextBot was almost twice of those who
interacted. Considering the balance of responses generated after interaction and without
interaction, all responses from those who interacted with ContextBot and 15 responses from
those who did not were randomly sampled under each entry point from the MI and non-MI
conditions, respectively. Also, we randomly sampled 15 responses from the history condition under each entry point. Each response was rated by three unique crowd workers.
The consistency was measured on a 7-point Likert scale (1:Highly inconsistent, 7:Highly
consistent) while considering the criteria in Appendix B.5.
Professionalism in Responses. We explored whether workers have followed the contextual
guidance and counselling techniques applicable to the MI stage. We recruited two qualified
psychologists on Fiverr to rate 5 sampled responses from those who fully interacted with
ContextBot in MI and non-MI conditions, respectively. Each response was rated based on
a 7-point Likert scale (1: Highly unprofessional, 7: Highly professional) while considering
the criteria in Appendix B.6.
User Experience. We measured eight constructs by using the UEQ-S where each item
was scored on a 7-point Likert scale (Appendix B.4). The eight constructs were divided
into four items measuring the pragmatic level of the system and four items measuring the
hedonic level. Based on prior work, we expected workers to obtain a better user experience
after interacting with ContextBot, especially when they had to read a long chat history to
follow the context.
Cognitive Load. To evaluate the perceived cognitive load for each task, workers were
asked to answer six NASA-TLX questions where each was in 5-point increments, ranging
from 0 to 100 (Appendix B.4). The lower the score, the lower the worker perceived the
cognitive task load. Compared to only reading the chat history, although the interaction with
ContextBot required some effort, it was not expected to significantly increase the cognitive
load of finishing the whole task.
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Chapter 5

Results
This chapter discusses the experimental results obtained from the evaluation. We divide
the discussion into four parts: first, we perform descriptive analyses of the collected user
data in Section 5.1, and then we perform statistical tests to test the hypotheses from the
previous chapter in Section 5.2, and we give the qualitative results from the questionnaires
in Section 5.3. Finally, we provide some exploratory insights from the data in Section 5.4.

5.1

Descriptive Statistics

After the following data preprocessing steps, Table 5.1 shows the number of records for each
experimental condition across 3(entry points)×3(contextual guidance). The total number of
records is 323.
(1) Deleted the data that only existed in the post-task questionnaire but did not exist in
the database due to the unstable database connection. Records of 18 workers were deleted.
(2) Deleted rows of unrecorded worker responses due to the unstable database connections. Records of 3 workers were deleted.
(3) Deleted a record that has been submitted twice to the database, and kept the time of
the last submission as the final submission record.
(4) Removed workers who failed either of the two attention check questions. Records
of 13 workers were deleted. The vacancies were recruited again by Prolific.
(5) Removed workers who lied about actual interactions, such as they have interacted
with ContextBot, but reported that they did not in the post-task questionnaire. Records of 9
workers were deleted.
(6) Modified records that did not match the reported interaction behaviour. Some workers interacted after responding to the user but reported the actual interaction in the post-task
questionnaire. We believed that such interactions did not reflect the true impact of interacting with ContextBot on the completion of the main task. We thus revised the interaction
status as not interacted.
The number of workers participating in each condition is approximately equal to 35,
which was estimated by G*Power before the experiment. We also observed that for the
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“MI+Early” condition, the number of workers who interacted with ContextBot was higher
compared to other conditions.
Experimental Condition
MI + Early
MI + Middle
MI + Late
Non MI + Early
Non MI + Middle
Non MI + Late
History + Early
History + Middle
History + Late

Interacted

Count

✓
✗
✓
✗
✓
✗
✓
✗
✓
✗
✓
✗
/
/
/

17
19
13
20
14
24
14
22
10
22
16
20
39
37
36

Total
36
33
38
36
32
36
39
37
36

Table 5.1: The number of records (by worker’s ID) across three types of contextual guidance
and three entry points. The column “Interacted” indicates whether workers have interacted
with ContextBot before responding to the user.

5.1.1

Pre-Task Questionnaire

We divided nine mood states into three groups: pleasant (1-4), unpleasant (5-8), and neutral
(9). Figure 5.1 shows the number of workers in three groups where each group further
comprises workers who have interacted or not interacted with ContextBot (three history
conditions are not taken into account). Compared to the unpleasant group, more workers
who were in a pleasant mood state interacted with ContextBot. The result might imply
that further research could look into the relationship between the pre-task mood and the
intention of interacting with ContextBot.

5.1.2

Execution Time

We calculated the execution time based on the interaction states under different experimental conditions in Table 5.2. For MI and non-MI conditions, workers who interacted
with ContextBot generally spent more time on the main task regardless of the entry point.
Meanwhile, the standard deviation for the interacted groups was also higher than the not
interacted groups. We observed an increasing trend in the execution time when workers
entered the dialogue later.
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Figure 5.1: The number of workers having different mood states.
For three entry points under each contextual guidance, we adopted a Kruskal-Wallis
test [55] to verify whether there was a significant difference among entry points. We
noticed that the execution time was significantly different among entry points in the MI
(interacted: p = .008, not interacted: p = .008) and history (p = .000) conditions.
However, the difference was not significant in the non-MI condition. We inferred that when
only general guidance instead of the MI-adherent guidance was provided for workers, workers no longer considered coming up with MI-related replies based on different stages of
historical conversations. They just focused on the consistency of conversations of different
lengths, where we still observed an increasing trend of the time spent on lengthy conversations for reading and following the context.

5.1.3

Workers’ Responses

The average length of the responses was 26.56 words for each worker. Table 5.3 shows the
example responses in each experimental condition.

5.2
5.2.1

Hypothesis Tests
Response Consistency

To understand the impact of interaction types (interacted with ContextBot, not
interacted with ContextBot) on response consistency in all groups with ContextBot
available, we first compared response consistency between the interacted groups in MI
and non-MI conditions under three entry points. The results of the two-tailed independent
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Contextual
Guidance
MI
Non-MI
History

Interacted
✓
✗
✓
✗
/

Early

252.24 ± 182.53
108.92 ± 55.72
217.32 ± 87.59
106.80 ± 60.02
123.89 ± 116.49

Entry Points
Middle
335.20 ± 223.40
150.60 ± 101.29
262.62 ± 143.84
166.10 ± 111.78
136.09 ± 106.01

Late
421.61 ± 170.48
191.31 ± 93.08
316.11 ± 205.98
133.54 ± 87.64
221.58 ± 126.62

Sig.
.008
.008
.549
.121
.000

Table 5.2: Execution time (mean ± std, in seconds) of different conditions across interacted
status. ✓ stands for “interacted with ContextBot” while ✗ is for “did not interact with ContextBot”. Bold numbers indicate the difference among entry points for the corresponding
contextual guidance is significant.
Entry User’s Utterance
Point
Early Yes! It is so bad.

Middle Yes it would. Do you think it’s
possible for me?

Late

I might just take a walk or
see my friends. But like I
said, it seems like they don’t
want to be around me so much
anymore because I bring them
down with me. Do you have
some suggestions on what I
should do?

Response(MI)

Response(Non-MI)

I appreciate that you are
sharing your emotions so
honestly with me. I know
that breaking up with your
boyfriend has made you
sad, and that must be really
difficult.
Yes.
I appreciate you
speaking so openly. In
what ways would you benefit from spending time
with your friends and family?
Going for a walk sounds
like a good idea, maybe
listening to music will lift
your mood too.
You
said you feel like your
friends don’t want to be
around you, is there anything they’ve said or done
that makes you think this?

Tell me the three qualities Do you have any insight
that are important to you in why this pattern is occura man. What is it you are ring?
looking for?

Of course it is possible.
I see you are fearful of
the same things repeating,
but you’ll never know if
you don’t give yourself a
chance
I would recommend embarking on a new hobby,
or looking into joining a
walking group in your area.
This would be a great
chance to meet some new
people and expand your social circle.

Response(History)

I can hear that this is something you would like to be
able to do

what in particular makes
you feel like it seems they
don’t want to be around
you?

Table 5.3: Example responses from workers who interacted with ContextBot towards the
user’s utterance.

T-test showed that the contextual guidance did not significantly affect the consistency at any
entry point (early,p=.490; middle,p=.219; late,p=.745). Next, we computed response consistency across three entry points by combining the MI and non-MI conditions, as shown
in Figure 5.2. Without considering the specific contextual content of the interaction and
the stage where the interaction finally ended, we observed that workers who entered the
early dialogue after the interaction produced more consistent responses compared to not
interacted and history groups. The difference was significant (p<.001) under the oneway ANOVA test at α=.05 level. A posthoc analysis with the Tukey–Kramer test showed
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that the interacted group and the not interacted group were significantly different
(p<.001) under α=.05 level while the interacted group and the history group did not
show the significant difference (p=.054). When we extracted only the samples that completed the entire interaction flow from all the samples having interactive behaviours, we
found that the difference was still significant (p=.002) for the early entry point.
However, although we expected that workers who entered the conversation at a late point
would grasp the long context faster and produce more consistent responses after interacting
with ContextBot, the difference was not significant for the late entry point. To explore the
potential reasons why we found partial support for H1, we examined other factors related
to the consistency scores, such as the percentage of workers using different types of context during the interaction, their familiarity with chatbots, their satisfaction with the system,
etc., reported by workers in the post-task questionnaire. As shown in Table 5.4, two subgroups (lower than the average consistency score vs. higher than the average consistency
score) were extracted from samples who had interactive behaviours in the MI and non-MI
conditions, respectively.
We examined the difference between each subgroup and the history group under MI
and non-MI conditions by using the Mann-Whitney test and calculating the Hedges’ g effect size g. We found that for the MI condition, the group with lower consistency (N=8,
p=.001, g=1.284) and higher consistency (N=5, p=.020, g=1.612) both spent longer time
than the history group (N=36). Interestingly, the group with lower consistency scores
reported higher UEQ (p=.012, g=1.048) and hedonic scores (p=.011, g=1.080) than the
history group in the MI condition. For the non-MI condition, we also observed significant differences in the UEQ (p=.015, g=1.050) and pragmatic scores (p=.005, g=1.074)
between the lower consistency group (N=8) and the history group (N=36). Moreover,
workers from both MI and non-MI conditions with above-average consistency scores had
higher percentages of finishing the whole interaction. The results suggest that the perceived
user experience and completeness of interacting with ContextBot could potentially relate to
the consistency level of responses.

5.2.2

Trade-Offs Between Quality and Execution Time

We measured the time between loading the main task page and the submission of a task
from the worker as execution time (in seconds). The average time required to complete the
task is shown in Table 5.5. As expected, when workers entered a conversation later, they
tended to spend more time on the main task. The response time in the history condition was
also comparable to that of existing real-time CPCS [47], where a worker spent 103.4s on
replying. Next, we examined whether interacting with ContextBot produced highly consistent responses at the expense of more time. Since we used a 7-point Likert scale to evaluate
consistency, we considered responses with a score higher than 4 as highly consistent responses. We divided the samples that interacted with ContextBot under each entry point
and contextual guidance into two groups, with consistency scores higher than 4 and less
than or equal to 4. We compared the time differences of high consistency groups between
MI and history conditions, and non-MI and history conditions, respectively. The MannWhitney tests showed the difference was significant for all entry points between MI and
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Figure 5.2: Response consistency scores across interacted types and entry points by combining the MI and non-MI conditions. * = statistically different (interacted vs. not
interacted vs. history).
history conditions (early,p=.003; middle,p=.041; late,p=.004) under α=.05 level. For the
comparison between non-MI and history conditions, we only compared the early and late
entry points since the sample size was too small (N=3) for the middle entry. The difference
was significant for both groups(early,p=.045; late,p=.030). Our results indicate a trade-off
between response consistency and execution time. It is feasible to introduce ContextBot to
CPCS in real-time at the cost of response delays, provided that mitigation techniques could
be employed to reduce the annoyance caused by waiting [3].
In terms of the consistency level, we found that for the early and middle conditions,
workers who were able to provide highly consistent responses spent less time on average. In
contrast, when the dialogue became longer, generating highly consistent responses required
more time. The trend implies that for the conversation of short to medium length, not
interacting with ContextBot not only impairs response consistency but may also result in a
longer time to read the chat and come up with replies.

5.2.3

Professionalism in Responses

Table 5.6 shows the average scores for sampled responses assessed by two professional
psychologists. Since hiring psychologists was expensive, we limited our sample size in
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Related
Variables
Social Context (%)
Linguistic Context (%)
Semantic Context (%)
Cognitive Context (%)
MI Techniques (%)
All Guidance (%)
Execution Time (in seconds)*
UEQ*
Pragmatic Score*
Hedonic Score*
Task Load
Familiarity
Frequency
AskForHelp
Perceived Explanation
Context Flow
Control Feeling
Satisfaction Score

MI
Lower,N=8
100
50
87.5
87.5
50
37.5
381.33
5.52
5.72
5.31
37.75
3.25
2.29
2.57
5.00
5.13
4.13
7.88

Higher,N=5
100
50
100
75
100
50
446.96
5.10
5.80
4.40
39.07
4.60
3.60
4.00
4.20
4.00
4.00
8.00

Non-MI
Lower,N=8 Higher,N=6
100
100
71.4
66.7
85.7
66.7
57.1
66.7
57.1
66.7
57.1
66.7
253.02
434.29
5.52
5.23
6.25
5.54
4.78
4.92
36.90
41.33
4.00
4.00
2.50
3.20
3.43
3.40
4.88
4.60
4.88
4.40
3.88
4.20
8.25
6.83

Table 5.4: Comparison of consistency scores and other related variables for the late entry
point. In “Lower” group, each sample has the consistency score lower than the average of
the current condition while in “Higher” group, samples have scores higher than the average.
Variables with (%) indicate the percentage of interacting with these variables in the current
group. Variables with “*” mean that the bold number in the current group is significantly
different from the history (control) group in the posthoc test.
each condition to N=5. Workers following MI-adherent guidance consistently produced
more professional responses across three entry points as shown in Table 4.1. These results
support H2 but a larger scale validation with more samples is required in the future to
evaluate the effectiveness of MI-adherent guidance on improving the professionalism of
responses. Especially for the early entry point, the higher average score and comparable
standard deviation indicated that MI-adherent guidance might increase workers’ level of
responding to the user with more empathy and relevance.

5.2.4

Perceived Interaction Experience with ContextBot

User experience. The user experience scores obtained by averaging the eight items of
UEQ-S are shown in Figure 5.3. We found that the choice of whether or not to interact with
ContextBot significantly affected the user experience perceived by workers under different
conditions. Workers who interacted with ContextBot reported higher scores than those who
did not interact, regardless of being provided with MI-adherent or general guidance (Figure 5.3 (a)). Based on the data distributions, we performed a two-tailed independent T-test
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History,N=36

232.98
4.72
5.15
4.29
38.61

7.00
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Contextual
Guidance
MI
Non-MI
History

Consistency
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

Early

Entry Points
Middle

267.35 ± 186.38
*
208.81 ± 100.04
238.58 ± 34.66
120.45 ± 94.54
180.85 ± 245.19

252.21 ± 105.07
406.32 ± 268.82
178.20 ± 38.28
298.80 ± 156.73
140.50 ± 49.84
114.95 ± 47.35

Late
428.98 ± 208.47
387.37 ± 119.18
434.29 ± 261.72
253.02 ± 116.65
136.74 ± 53.88
225.26 ± 120.08

Table 5.5: Execution time (mean ± std, in seconds) of different conditions across consistency levels. Responses with consistency scores higher than 4 are regarded as “High” level
of consistency. * indicates no samples in this group.

Early
Middle
Late
Overall

MI
Mean ± Std

Non-MI
Mean ± Std

5.60 ± 1.24
5.60 ± 0.58
5.10 ± 1.32
5.43 ± 1.12

4.40 ± 1.24
5.30 ± 0.98
4.50 ± 0.95
4.73 ± 1.14

Table 5.6: Professionalism in responses (Mean ± Std, measured by a 7-point Likert scale)
for groups with and without contextual guidance across three entry points.

and Mann-Whitney test respectively to test the difference in MI condition (interacted
(M=5.01, SD=0.82), not interacted (M=4.60, SD=0.94), p=.020) and non-MI condition (interacted (M=5.12, SD=0.95), not interacted (M=4.62, SD=0.88), p=.017)
under α=.05 level. When workers entered into long conversations with longer chat history (Figure 5.3 (b)), workers who interacted with ContextBot experienced a better user
experience (M=5.34, SD=0.66), which was significantly different (p=.011) by the MannWhitney test. Interestingly, we also observed that the above results were consistent at the
pragmatic level when we divided the user experience items into four pragmatic and four hedonic items. This suggests that ContextBot can be practically used with contextual guidance
to help workers and we found support for H3.
Cognitive load. Figure 5.3 (c) and (d) show the effect of different conditions on the cognitive load perceived by workers. Workers at different entry points did not report significantly
different cognitive load when ContextBot was available. When only the chat history was
provided, the Kruskal-Wallis test indicated that there was a significant difference (p=.010)
among three entry points under α=.05 level. A posthoc analysis with Dunn’s test using
the Bonferroni correction further showed that workers who entered the conversation in the
late state (M=37.27, SD=10.27) reported more cognitive load (p=.007) than those who entered the conversation at medium length (M=29.27, SD=9.42). In terms of entering stages,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.3: Boxplots of UEQ-S scores (Fig (a), (b), * = statistically significant between
interacted group and not interacted group) and NASA-TLX scores (Fig (c), (d), * =
statistically significant among early, middle, and late groups in the History condition in Fig
(c)) in terms of the interacted types across different conditions. Black points indicate the
average value of this group.
workers who interacted with ContextBot showed a higher cognitive load on average compared to those who did not, but the difference was not significant at α=.05 level using a
Mann-Whitney test. These results support H4, reflecting that increasing interaction with
ContextBot does not significantly increase the perceived cognitive load of workers.

5.3

Qualitative Analysis

We followed an inductive thematic analysis approach to analyse the open-ended comments
from 20 workers who have interacted with ContextBot [11]. To this end, we carried out
the thematic analysis process. Through iterative deliberations, we identified and reviewed
themes from the codes to capture important narratives in relation to our system design. The
worker IDs in the following example excerpts are randomized for anonymous review.
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Figure 5.4: Relations between context types and the satisfaction score. bot icon is the
group who only clicked the chatbot icon without further interactions with ContextBot;
social is the group who only interacted with social context; ling is the group who followed the interaction from the start to linguistic context; seman is the group who followed
the interaction from the start to semantic context; cogn is the group who followed the interaction from the start to cognitive context; all is the group who finished the whole interaction with ContextBot. The average and median values of corresponding groups are indicated
by black points and red lines, respectively.
Positive Experience with ContextBot. 55% of workers reported positive experiences with
ContextBot as being helpful, easy, clear, interesting, and supportive.
W3: I thought it was a very clear and easy system to understand and use.
W1: I found the suggestion of what kind tone to adopt helpful and was glad
there were a couple of example phrases.
W19: It gave me different options if I needed more help.
Effectiveness of Guidance. 15% of workers felt that ContextBot provided them with limited information, resulting in a lack of effective guidance to help them. Part of the complaints came from questions about the design of ContextBot and part of the complaints
were about the quantity and quality of content presented by ContextBot. The expectations
about ContextBot might differ among workers, highlighting the importance of giving clear
instructions on helping them perceive such a conversational interface as an assistive tool
rather than an extra task.
W9: The options were a bit too limited and formulaic.
W18: It was just stating facts, it didn’t feel like it was actually supporting or
helping if I didn’t know what to say.
W20: It doesn’t look appealing.
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Confidence in Affective Support Tasks. 25% of workers acknowledged the difficulty of
being a coach without enough training. Similar concerns could be addressed by pre-training
workers with online exercises [2].
W7: I can’t help but think it may be more ethical/responsible if the replies/counsel
was coming from someone with enough experience to know how to phrase, reflect and support the user appropriately without the use of ContextBot.
W11: Not ever having been in the position of a “coach” it was still quite difficult to know how to respond.
Low Latency and Collective Identity in CPCS. Two workers have mentioned the challenge of deploying ContextBot in CPCS, which lies in reducing the response latency and
maintaining collective identity across workers [33].
W2: However, if this exchange between counsellor and depressed user was real
time, I wonder how professional it would be to disturb the flow with having to
look up, read and digest the information given by the chatbot? In some cases
this pause could be misinterpretated by the user.
W6: it was quite difficult to pretend i [sic] was the same person as previous
people.

5.4

Exploratory Findings

Figure 5.5: Relations between context types and relevant variables (samples are selected
from those who had interactive behaviour with ContextBot). The average and median values
of corresponding groups are indicated by black points and red lines, respectively.
Our results on response consistency, execution time, UEQ, and cognitive load illustrated
the potential benefits of interacting with ContextBot. Figure 5.5 presents the relations between four variables and the interacted context type. We observed that not every worker
completed the whole interaction with ContextBot. We classified the workers based on the
number of contexts that they finished interacting, including the ones who only interacted
with social context (N = 2), the ones who interacted with both social and linguistic context
(N = 4), the ones who interacted with social, linguistic, and semantic context (N = 2), the
ones who interacted with social, linguistic, semantic and cognitive context (N = 3), and the
ones who interacted with all context dimensions and MI techniques (N = 40). Constrained
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by the sample size though, we found that workers who read all context on average, could
systematically produce more consistent responses, had higher user experience, comparable
cognitive load, and less execution time.
Furthermore, Figure 5.4 shows the relations between context types and the satisfaction
score towards the system design from workers. Despite the fact that we did not observe a
clear effect of different context dimensions on the satisfaction score, the satisfaction scores
above 8 were only found in the worker samples that completed all interactions. Interestingly,
the average reported satisfaction score was the highest for those workers who only clicked
the chatbot icon but did not proceed with obtaining more context information. We reasoned
that the workers’ curiosity about using the chatbot might be taken into account of their
satisfaction with our system design.
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Chapter 6

Discussions
In this chapter, we review the findings from the results and link them to the relevant literature
in Section 6.1. Next, we discuss the research limitations of our study in Section 6.2.

6.1

Interpretation and Implications

Our results suggest that ContextBot can serve as an effective tool for providing context
in CPCS in affective support tasks. The setting of MI-adherent contextual guidance in
this paper initially realized the future prospect of [69], providing a strategy for generating
responses consistent with MI to avoid naive reflections towards the user’s concerns. The
task of contextual understanding was embodied as the perception of specific contextual
factors and MI-adherent templates which could help workers generate custom responses. In
fact, the comprehension of context is indispensable in many counselling techniques, such
as skilled questioning where the therapist needs to recall and integrate the previous context
while planning for further questioning [37].
Our findings of the response quality corroborated results from the work of [54] where
the difference in the output quality was not significant as a result of using conversational
interfaces. In addition, our results also confirmed the benefits of leveraging conversational
interfaces for improving workers’ interaction experience without negatively increasing the
task burden. Similar to other studies using conversational interfaces to enhance the design
diversity in crowdsourcing, we believe that a properly designed conversational interface
will help workers better grasp contexts in such affective support tasks. At the same time,
the entry points we considered suggest that interacting with short conversations and contexts
helps yield more consistent responses. When the chat becomes long, higher completion of
the context flow and lower perceived entertainment may be helpful for high consistency in
MI-centered dialogue but large-scale studies are needed to validate the significance. Aligned
with our expectations, workers are more likely to follow the chatbot’s guidance if they
can view ContextBot as an assistant with informative benefits, rather than an entertaining
feature. In terms of the execution time, it does not necessarily take longer to generate
highly consistent responses when workers interact with ContextBot. However, results in
Table 5.5 have revealed that more time may be required when workers enter the dialogue
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late. The original intention of designing ContextBot is to balance low latency and highquality results in real-time CPCS. Given the variance, our results of execution time for early
and middle entry points are similar to that reported in [47], where for the retrieval task it
took an individual worker 103.4s to reply. However, the execution time in the late entry
reveals the risk of deploying our system in the real world. While the average duration of a
conversation was 11.21 minutes in Chorus, we cannot determine whether the conversation
would be too long when workers reach the late entry point defined in our paper. A possible
solution for this would be using a brief MI [74] as an online intervention instead. Despite the
trade-off between response consistency and execution time, introducing ContextBot to long
conversations could help improve the user experience of workers without burdening them
with significantly increased cognitive load. It is therefore applicable to use ContextBot in
CPCS where techniques of mitigating waiting time or asynchronous models are present.
Our takeaway from adopting conversational interfaces to provide the context in CPCS
is that the attractiveness of the interface design, the trade-off between simplicity (amount of
context) and functionality (quality of context) of the interface, and task types are all essential factors to consider when creating supportive dialogue interfaces for therapeutic applications. When the task requires specific guidance (e.g., MI-adherent techniques), workers
may expect professional advice and context at the same time. The conversation flow should
take into account both stated facts and effective guidance where the amount of utterances
presented by the chatbot is controlled appropriately.

6.2

Limitations

Although our results on response quality, execution time, UEQ, and cognitive load illustrated the potential benefits of interacting with ContextBot, our limitation is that these results are affected by the interaction states of context types and still need to be validated
with larger datasets. In this study, we only presented a way of mapping multi-dimensional
context to a linear conversation flow, which put high demands on the interaction intention
of workers towards the system. If the worker failed to continue in the process of linear
interaction, they would take the risk of not knowing other important contexts relevant to
the user concerns or previous workers’ intentions. An alternative approach is to choose a
side-by-side or open-choice design to provide different context dimensions. Yet, mechanisms to retain workers to explore as many contexts as possible are still required. From
the perspective of contextual content, although the focus of this study is not on how to extract personalized context from the conversation, the manual reviewing and summarising
procedures adopted in our experiment will not be applicable in larger-scale studies. A combination of automated methods and human intelligence might be an alternative. While our
system only focused on a single-turn interaction between the end-user and crowd workers,
in a real-time CPCS, workers can participate in multiple conversation turns and choose to
exit the dialogue at any time. It remains challenging for ContextBot to provide dynamically
updating context and identify the end of the conversation for an individual worker [33].
Moreover, contextual factors involved in counselling conversations vary with the specific techniques (MI, CBT, etc.) employed during the therapy. Although we took advantage
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of the different contextual contexts involved in the four-stage counselling conversation exemplified by MI, such contextual guidance does not necessarily apply to other types of
counselling conversations. When the context related to specific treatment skills is difficult
to be specified, the summarization of the context will become more ambiguous, which is
challenging even for the technology of automatic text summarization. A better paradigm
for embedding contextual understanding into similar context-tracking tools still remains an
open topic. Another potential limitation is that we only considered one type of crowdsourcing task, the affective support task. In most CPCS where information retrieval tasks
are commonly found, contextual guidance related to the task could be more explicit and
homogeneous in different stages of the conversation.
Likewise, the definition of entry points was determined according to the content of a
pre-existing corpus selected in our experiment. The manual approach to deciding on the
context type and content was time-consuming and hard to generalize to other dialogues. It
is expected that research on conversation structures could answer the challenge of dividing
appropriate dialogue stages from a linguistic perspective.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter concludes the main findings of the project and specifically answers the two research questions raised at the beginning of the project in Section 7.1, and finally we present
some possible directions for future work in Section 7.2.

7.1

Conclusions

Online peer-to-peer psychological support has the advantages of instantaneity and easy
availability that cannot be easily replaced by traditional counselling. CPCS provide a chance
to solicit emotional intelligence from crowds to help users in real-time. However, it is difficult to maintain global worker memory, and new workers may give inconsistent responses as
a result of not being able to quickly identify and understand the context of the chat history.
In this paper, we introduced a conversational interface, ContextBot, to provide workers with
systematic context and guidance, and explored the impact of this interface on response quality and interaction experience. We verified the effectiveness of ContextBot in MI-centered
dialogue and found that with short chat histories, interacting with ContextBot improved
response consistency, but with longer chat histories, response consistency may still be affected by contextual completion and perceived entertainment level. In addition, workers
who interacted with ContextBot did not feel the increased cognitive load, but showed better
user experience across different contextual guidance, and also when faced with a longer
chat history.
To answer our main RQ “How does ContextBot used for providing context in CPCS
affect the response quality and interaction experience of workers?” in Section 1.2,
specifically we summarized our findings based on RQ1 and RQ2 as follows:
RQ1: How could the context be extracted and provided for crowd workers to
understand the chat history?
We did a literature review on the linguistic perspective of context in conversations. Inspired by the work of [13] where five factors were proposed to describe the context, we
adopted four dimensions to conceptualize the important information involved in the history
of dialogue: social context, linguistic context, semantic context, and cognitive context. The
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social context explains the global goal of the conversation. The linguistic context gives the
utterances in the chat history that contain the referential nouns involved in the current utterance. The semantic context includes important facts relevant to the user and the topic.
The cognitive context is represented by the intentions of all speakers participating in the
conversation. We further introduced contextual guidance tailored to the affective support
task, where context aligned with the specific counselling stage was presented to workers.
To provide workers with the context, we designed a linear conversation flow to present social, linguistic, semantic, cognitive context, and MI techniques sequentially to help workers
grasp the contexts systematically, overcoming the weakness of traditional CPCS where only
separate facts were recorded by previous workers. We managed to embed deep contextual
understanding into multi-dimensional contexts and enable workers to follow the contexts in
a systematic way.
RQ2: How does interacting with ContextBot affect the workers’ response
quality (consistency and professionalism) and their interaction experience
(user experience and cognitive load)?
We performed a 3×3 between-subjects design to evaluate the effect of contextual guidance and entry points on the response quality and interaction experience. Three types of
contextual guidance were used in our experiment, namely MI-adherent guidance, general
guidance, and no guidance. MI-adherent guidance differed from general guidance in that
customized social and cognitive contexts based on one of the four stages of MI were provided for workers accordingly, while with general guidance workers were only required to
respond consistently to the current utterance. In addition, workers could enter a crowdpowered system at different stages of the conversation. We manually identified three entry
points based on the number of conversation turns in our experiment: early, middle, and late.
In summary, we found that:
• Contextual guidance did not significantly affect response consistency, but workers
who entered the conversation earliest tended to generate highly consistent responses
after interacting with ContextBot. This lay in contrast to those who did not interact
with ContextBot.
• There was a trade-off between response consistency and execution time by using
ContextBot. When workers interacted with ContextBot, it did not take more time to
generate highly consistent responses in conversations of short to medium length.
• MI-adherent guidance can help yield more professional responses that are compliant
with counselling requirements.
• Better user experience levels from workers were associated with interacting with ContextBot. Workers who entered the system late reported significantly increased user
experience after the interaction.
• Regardless of the entry points, the interaction with ContextBot did not negatively
affect cognitive load.
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7.2

Future Work

Based on this project, we propose the following directions for future work to explore.
Experiment with more task types. Our work concretized and provided context for
the affective support task that only used MI as the main counselling technique. A potential
future direction would be to explore affective conversations which adopt several counselling
techniques in combination or information-oriented conversations that require inquiry skills.
A general paradigm for the abstraction of contextual information in different task types is
expected in the future.
Automation of multi-dimensional context extraction. Although context extraction
under the human reviewing process can cover important chat histories in a more detailed
and accurate manner, automated context extraction is still required in long conversations.
A possible future direction would be to use keyword detection techniques to automate linguistic context extraction and then use text summarization techniques to automate social,
semantic, and cognitive context extraction.
Improvement of context-tracking interfaces. We noticed that about 2/3 of the workers
chose not to use ContextBot when it was available, depending on the attractiveness of the
design and the instructive details of the task. We propose that future researchers could look
into how to improve workers’ intentions to use dialogue assistant tools to obtain context
or to incorporate the traditional “fact board” to create more engaging and effective worker
memory maintenance tools.
Integration with real-time techniques. Our work simulated the scenario of providing
context in a single-turn manner in CPCS without controlling the response delay explicitly.
However, in current real-time CPCS, existing real-time techniques are dedicated to maintaining a pool of workers, so that online users can receive responses within a few seconds
or minutes. It is expected to include real-time techniques to test the prototype of our system
to verify the feasibility of introducing an auxiliary interface for memory maintenance on a
larger scale.
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Appendix A

System Implementation Elements
A.1

Entity Relation Diagram

Figure A.1 shows how the various entities in the database implemented in this project are
related.

A.2

Dialog Data

This is the dialogue used in our study, which is adapted from the original conversation1
between a depressed user and a therapist. We name the depressed user as “User” and the
1 https://www.guilford.com/add/miller2/julia.pdf

Figure A.1: Entity relation diagram for the database. “PK” means the primary key in the
table while “FK” means the foreign key in the table.
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therapist as “Bot” to match our experimental purpose. Three bold sentences are chosen as
the target utterances for early, middle, and late entry points, respectively.
USER :

I feel like I am falling apart. I don’t have any energy. I don’t know what is
going on with me.
BOT: You are feeling upset and confused. One confusing thing, then, is you don’t
understand why you’re doing what you’re doing. What’s been happening?
USER : I just broke up with my boyfriend. I mean we’ve been living together and I
thought he loved me, but he’s just so distant. He won’t talk to me, and I think
maybe he’s seeing someone else. Anyhow, he told me I’m crazy.
BOT: This blowup wasn’t the first time that’s happened to you.
USER : Men just drive me crazy. This is the third guy I’ve lived with, and they all
kind of ended in the same way. I just seem to fall in love with the wrong guys.
BOT: Kind of like a pattern that’s repeating itself.
USER : Yes! It is so sad.
BOT: These are really strong feelings. It’s pretty painful that this has happened once
again.
USER : I can’t sleep. I can’t think. I’m a mess at work. I was waiting on a customer
this week and just started crying for no reason. I think I’m losing it.
BOT: That frightens you, not understanding what is going on with you.
USER : It’s just so discouraging! I was so happy with Ray when we were first together.
There’s this soft teddy bear inside his tough exterior, and that’s the man I loved,
but then he wouldn’t open up to me anymore.
BOT: And that annoyed you.
USER : Yes! It’s such a waste for him to stay locked up inside there, and I was lonely
even though we were living together. Anyhow, he’s gone now. He moved out.
It’s over.
BOT: All right. What you’ve told me so far is that these really strong feelings, and
how you’ve reacted, are scaring you a little. You’re not sure what’s going on.
You’re having trouble sleeping and concentrating at work. You really blew up
at Ray and felt out of control, and you’re also wondering about what seems like
a painful pattern that repeats itself in your relationships with men. You don’t
have much energy, feel lonely, and sometimes you just break out crying for no
apparent reason. But you especially wonder what’s happening.
USER : Yes. Do you think you can help me?
BOT: Yes, I do. This all feels pretty strange to you, even coming here, but I’ve worked
with women before who have had concerns like this, and I believe I can help.
If our work together were really successful from your perspective, what would
be different?
USER : I guess I wouldn’t feel so bad all the time.
BOT: So one thing you’d like to change is how you’re feeling. Tell me a little more
about that.
USER : I just feel upset and I’m crying a lot. I’m not sleeping and I feel worn out, run
down.
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A.2. Dialog Data
BOT:

OK, you’d like to get your emotional life settled down some, to be able to sleep
better and have more energy. What else?
USER : Yes. I also want to know why I keep screwing up all my relationships. What’s
wrong with me?
BOT: That’s another thing that upsets you—not knowing why you feel so bad and
why these things happen to you.
USER : Yes, can you help me figure these out?
BOT: I do have an idea that puts some of the pieces of the puzzle together. If it’s
alright with you, we can talk about that next.
USER : Sure. What is your idea?
BOT: You’re really struggling to understand what is happening to you, and I wonder
if I might ask you what you already knew about depression.
USER : I guess it’s like when you feel really sad and down, maybe don’t have energy
to do anything. Do you think that’s what I have?
BOT: Well, if it’s all right, let me describe some of what people experience with
depression, and you can tell me what parts of this may fit for you.
USER : Yes, OK.
BOT: Depression is really a set of different symptoms, and you don’t need to have
all of them. It’s like when people catch a cold; they experience it in different
ways. Depression is like that—a set of symptoms that might or might not be
present. Does that make sense?
USER : Yes, what are the symptoms?
BOT: One of them, as you said, is in a sad mood, feeling down, crying.
USER : That sounds like me. I’m not having much fun lately.
BOT: Another change is in sleeping patterns. Some people have trouble sleeping.
Some lose their weight. Have you experienced any of those?
USER : I’m certainly not sleeping well. But my weight did not change.
BOT: OK. As I said, different people have different symptoms. It sounds like you
have quite a few of them. Have I been clear? What else can I tell you about
depression?
USER : That sounds alright.
BOT: The next thing is how you would like things to be different. You know how you
don’t want to feel. How do you want to feel?
USER : Normal, I guess. Happy. To have energy to do things again. When I broke up
with Ray it just made me crazy. I feel like there’s something wrong with me,
that I always screw up my relationships.
BOT: You’d like to feel happy and good about yourself again. What else?
USER : I want to be with a man who loves me. I seem to attract guys who are hung
up about telling me how they feel. I need a man I can talk to.
BOT: How important is that to you, to have a relationship like that?
USER : Very important. I don’t want to be alone. I need to be loved.
BOT: You need that.
USER : Yes! I don’t want to keep destroying relationships. I don’t know why I do
that.
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BOT:

Tell me a little about why you want to feel better.
USER : I just feel like I’m dragging around this heavy weight with me all the time. I
like to have fun, but I’ve really become a drag to be with. I feel like even my
friends avoid me.
BOT: It would be good to feel lighthearted, to enjoy life and be with your friends.
USER : Yes it would. Do you think it’s possible for me?
BOT: Well I was just going to ask you about that. What are some of your personal
strengths? What might your friends say that you have going for you?
USER : I don’t know. They’d probably say that I’m stubborn. I’ve been pretty persistent in the past.
BOT: Give me an example. When have you done something or made a change in your
life that really took some effort, maybe something you weren’t sure at first that
you could do?
USER : Moving here. I had always lived in Ireland near my father and my sisters, and
I moved out here all by myself. I just wanted to be on my own for a change, to
get away. But now I feel too much on my own.
BOT: It takes a lot to move to a new place on your own. How did you do it?
USER : I had to find a job here, and I started going to classes at the university. I had
to get used to a different culture, figure out the stores and banking system, and
make some friends.
BOT: And you did it. That’s a lot of change to manage.
USER : I never thought much about it. I guess I can do it when it’s important enough.
BOT: So use your imagination here. Suppose that we work together and you are
successful in making these changes. How might your life be different, say, 5
years from now?
USER : I’d be married, maybe have a family. I’d have a better job that I enjoy more. I
just wouldn’t be stressing out like this all the time. A calmer life.
BOT: Well, thanks for all you’ve told me. You’ve been feeling a lot of turmoil in your
life and I appreciate how honest and open you have been with me. Let me just
pull together what you’ve told me, and then we’ll see what the next step is. You
would really like to start feeling better, you’ve been feeling really bad, like you
have been dragging a great weight around with you, and you’re rather tired of
feeling like your friends avoid you. In the longer run you also want to have an
open, warm, and loving relationship with a man. You’re a pretty resourceful
person. You moved here from Ireland all on your own and set up a new life
for yourself. You’re also a stubborn and persistent person. Once you make up
your mind to do something it’s likely to happen. You would like to understand
what’s been going wrong in your relationships because somewhere down the
line you would like to be married, and you also mentioned finding a better job
as a longer-term goal. You’ve been through a lot of emotional pain, and you’re
eager for a calmer and happier life. First of all, I would like to know what ideas
you have for how you might start feeling better. No one knows you better than
you do, and I’m sure you have tried some things in the past to lift your mood a
bit. Tell me about those.
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A.2. Dialog Data
USER :

Sometimes I have gone to a funny, romantic movie and it makes me smile,
but it also reminds me of what I don’t have in a relationship.
BOT: A pleasant movie is one thing that can lift your spirits sometimes. What else?
USER : Getting out of my apartment. If I just sit there watching television with the
curtains drawn, that’s not good for me.
BOT: You know that about yourself—getting out helps. And what do you do when
you leave your apartment?
USER : I might just take a walk or see my friends. But like I said, it seems like
they don’t want to be around me so much anymore because I bring them
down with me. Do you have some suggestions on what I should do?
BOT: Yes, let’s consider some options. You already know some things that have
helped lift your mood in the past, like getting out of your apartment to take a
walk, see friends, or go to a pleasant movie. I’m very interested in your own
hunches about what you need and what will help you, so let’s talk about some
possibilities. What do you already know about other treatments used to make
you feel better?
USER : Not much. I’ve seen ads for pills. What others do you have?
BOT: It seems that you have wondered if medication would help you. Your strongest
hunch also seemed to be about how you run yourself down in your mind—
things you tell yourself that get you feeling worse about yourself. A treatment
that helps with this is called cognitive therapy.
USER : I definitely do that.
BOT: Great. One plan, then, could be to start with cognitive therapy and see how
that goes for you. We can always keep other options open depending on your
experience.
USER : That sounds fine to me.
BOT: Are you willing to do that—come once or twice a week, work together for
about 2 months, and see how it goes?
USER : Yes definitely.
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Appendix B

Consent Form and Questionnaires
In this appendix, we give an overview of the questionnaires used to evaluate ContextBot, including three versions (MI, Non-MI, History) of consent forms in the pre-task questionnaire,
the post-task questionnaire and the evaluation questionnaire provided for crowd workers and
two professional psychologists to evaluate the response quality.

B.1

Consent Form: MI Condition

Crowd-powered systems combine computation with human intelligence, drawn from large
groups of people connecting and coordinating online. Recently, researchers have empowered the text-based messaging and chatbots systems with crowd support in real-time. These
are known as crowd-powered conversational systems (CPCS). In the CPCS, multiple humans are involved in generating chatbot responses in real-time. Then either computational
intelligence or human evaluators are employed to choose the best quality response in realtime. We have implemented CPCS in this study under the context of supportive conversations.
1. After signing this digital consent form, you will be redirected to a web page where
you will see detailed instructions on how to use the system. You need to play the role of a
coach to give responses to the depressed user in a text-based supportive conversation.
2. After reading the instructions, you will be redirected to another web page where you
are required to respond to the user. You can ask for help from the chatbot if you find it hard
to respond to the user. Furthermore, the chatbot will give you specific tips that you might
need to improve your response quality.
3. Then, you will be asked to fill out a survey form.
4. Finally, you will be redirected back to the completion URL on Prolific.
Confidentiality
Data will be handled anonymously and only the researchers of this study will have direct
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access to it. We will not store any personal information that will allow participants to be
identified from their data. We will only gather basic demographic (age, gender, qualifications). This data is provided by prolific by default for each study.
By checking this you have decided to volunteer as a research participant for this study,
and that you have read and understood the information provided above.
Note: It is up to you to decide whether to take part or not; choosing not to take part
will not disadvantage you in any way. You are allowed to leave the study even during the
execution of the study.
Do you consent to this study?
Yes, I do.; No, I don’t.

B.2

Consent Form: Non-MI Condition

Crowd-powered systems combine computation with human intelligence, drawn from large
groups of people connecting and coordinating online. Recently, researchers have empowered the text-based messaging and chatbots systems with crowd support in real-time. These
are known as crowd-powered conversational systems (CPCS). In the CPCS, multiple humans are involved in generating chatbot responses in real-time. Then either computational
intelligence or human evaluators are employed to choose the best quality response in realtime. We have implemented CPCS in this study under the context of supportive conversations.
1. After signing this digital consent form, you will be redirected to a web page where
you will see detailed instructions on how to use the system. You need to play the role as a
coach to give responses to the depressed user in a text-based supportive conversation.
2. After reading the instructions, you will be redirected to another web page where you
are required to respond to the user. You can ask for help from the chatbot if you find it hard
to respond to the user.
3. Then, you will be asked to fill out a survey form.
4. Finally, you will be redirected back to the completion URL on Prolific.
Confidentiality
Data will be handled anonymously and only the researchers of this study will have direct
access to it. We will not store any personal information that will allow participants to be
identified from their data. We will only gather basic demographic (age, gender, qualifications). This data is provided by prolific by default for each study.
By checking this you have decided to volunteer as a research participant for this study,
and that you have read and understood the information provided above.
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B.3. Consent Form: History Condition
Note: It is up to you to decide whether to take part or not; choosing not to take part
will not disadvantage you in any way. You are allowed to leave the study even during the
execution of the study.
Do you consent to this study?
Yes, I do.; No, I don’t.

B.3

Consent Form: History Condition

Crowd-powered systems combine computation with human intelligence, drawn from large
groups of people connecting and coordinating online. Recently, researchers have empowered the text-based messaging and chatbots systems with crowd support in real-time. These
are known as crowd-powered conversational systems (CPCS). In the CPCS, multiple humans are involved in generating chatbot responses in real-time. Then either computational
intelligence or human evaluators are employed to choose the best quality response in realtime. We have implemented CPCS in this study under the context of supportive conversations.
1. After signing this digital consent form, you will be redirected to a web page where
you will see detailed instructions on how to use the system. You need to play the role of a
coach to give responses to the depressed user in a text-based supportive conversation.
2. After reading the instructions, you will be redirected to another web page where you
are required to respond to the user.
3. Then, you will be asked to fill out a survey form.
4. Finally, you will be redirected back to the completion URL on Prolific.
Confidentiality
Data will be handled anonymously and only the researchers of this study will have direct
access to it. We will not store any personal information that will allow participants to be
identified from their data. We will only gather basic demographic (age, gender, qualifications). This data is provided by prolific by default for each study.
By checking this you have decided to volunteer as a research participant for this study,
and that you have read and understood the information provided above.
Note: It is up to you to decide whether to take part or not; choosing not to take part
will not disadvantage you in any way. You are allowed to leave the study even during the
execution of the study.
Do you consent to this study?
Yes, I do.; No, I don’t.
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B.4

Post-Task Questionnaire Items

1. Did you ask ContextBot for help before responding to the user? (multi-choice question)
2. Please answer the following questions about your previous experience with chatbots.
(7-point Likert scale)
• I am familiar with chatbot technologies.
• I use text-based chatbots frequently.
• I like getting help from a chatbot when I have trouble online.
3. Please answer the following questions about your impressions of ContextBot. (7point Likert scale)
• The ContextBot has explained every context well for me to understand.
• The ContextBot is coherent and maintains a clear conversational flow.
• The ContextBot has provided easy-to-use quick reply buttons.
• When using the ContextBot, I feel in control.
• I find that the highlighted texts help me understand the chat history.
• I find that the summary of the user helps me understand the context better.
• I find that the collapsible section of showing intentions helps me understand the context better.
4. If you have any additional thoughts about your experience with ContextBot, please
share them with us. (open-ended question)
5. Decide as spontaneously as possible which of the following conflicting terms better
describes the system design. There is no ”right” or ”wrong” answer. Only your personal
opinion counts! (7-point bipolar scale)
• obstructive-supportive
• complicated-easy
• inefficient-efficient
• confusing-clear
• boring-exciting
• not interesting-interesting
• conventional-inventive
• usual-leading edge
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B.5. Evaluation Questionnaire for Response Consistency
6. Choose your response in the slider below according to your impression of the task
load. (range from 1 to 100)
• How mentally (e.g. thinking, calculating, deciding, remembering, searching, etc)
demanding was the task?
• How physically (e.g. pushing, pulling, controlling, turning, etc) demanding was the
task?
• How hurried or rushed was the pace of the task?
• How successful were you in accomplishing what you were asked to do?
• How hard did you have to work to accomplish your level of performance?
• How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed, and annoyed were you?
7. Indicate your overall satisfaction with our system on a 10-point scale ranging from
(1)’very dissatisfied’ to (10) ’very satisfied’.
8. Please share any additional thoughts, remarks, or feedback that you may have regarding your experience interacting with our system. (open-ended question)
9. Did you feel that the ContextBot you interacted with was pre-programmed by people?
(multi-choice question)

B.5

Evaluation Questionnaire for Response Consistency

You are required to rate the consistency of 25 responses.
In terms of consistency, you can pay attention to the following items:
(1) if the response is related to the user’s concern;
(2) if the events referred by the response have been talked about in the dialog;
(3) if the persons referred by the response have been talked about in the dialog;
(4) if the response is natural without being obtrusive when you put it into the dialog,
trust your intuition as a human :)
We display 10 responses per page. The dialog and criteria will be placed at the top of
the page for you to look up.
Q: For each response, how consistent do you think it is with the history context of the
dialog? (”1” : highly inconsistent; ”7”: highly consistent)
Q: What is your overall opinion of the consistency of the responses you’ve just reviewed? Are there any good/bad examples that you can point to?

B.6

Evaluation Questionnaire for Professionalism in Responses

In the next page, we will first show you a snippet of dialog which happened between a
depressed user and a professional psychologist who was using Motivational Interviewing
(MI) as the therapy method.
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Next, we will show you 25 candidate responses collected from different crowd workers
who played the role as a therapy coach. They provided the response towards the user’s last
utterance.
We would like to know how professional these responses are. You are required to rate
each response based on your own professional opinion. We’ve also included some criteria
below for your reference if you find them useful.
Condition #1 (for the early entry point) (1) It shows empathy to the user;
(2) It provides reflective listening to the user’s concerns;
(3) It affirms the user’s effort of expressing herself in a positive way;
(4) It helps engage the user in this dialog session.
Condition #2 (for the half entry point) (1) It provides reflective listening to the user’s
concerns;
(2) It asks open questions to elicit the user’s ability of change;
(3) It affirms the user’s effort of expressing herself in a positive way;
(4) It helps evoke the user’s intention of changing in this dialog session.
Condition #3 (for the late entry point) (1) It summarizes the user’s concerns discussed
in the previous dialog;
(2) It provides reflective listening to the user’s concerns;
(3) It asks open questions to elicit the user’s ability of change;
(4) It affirms the user’s effort of expressing herself in a positive way;
(5) It helps the user form a plan to change her depression situation in this dialog session.
(For a better reading experience, we display 10 responses per page. The dialog, criteria
and standard response will be placed at the top of each page for you to look up.)
Q: For each response, what do you think about the quality of the response? (1: highly
unprofessional; 7: highly professional).
Q: What is your overall opinion of the quality of the responses you’ve just reviewed?
Are there any good/bad examples that you can point to. In their responses, did any of them
adopt solid MI-adherent practices? What do you believe could be improved? (open-ended
question)
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